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NOTE 

The "pathetic fallacy" of the following essays is this: 
One night in the late spring of 1936 the writer in

nocently thought to kill the short end of a hot evening 
by drafting an even shorter footnote to a book on 
renaissance book illustration. Before morning he had 
spent hours madly drawing lines with a ruler and was 
entangled in a subject that, occupying much of his 
subsequent leisure time, has flung him headlong and 
bewildered into fields and problems the very exist
ence of which was then unknown to him and of which 
he now knows little more. On trains and boats that 
subject has provided him with the best of crossword 
puzzles, and in hours of lonesomeness and worry with 
the most efficient and cleansing of diversions. 

The following essays are but stumbling and tenta
tive drafts of small parts of that proposed footnote. 
However, should they direct the attention of a few 
students of art to some of the problems they lead up 
to, their publication in their present state will have 
been justified. 



ON THE RATIONALIZATION OF SIGHT 

FoR SOJ\fE TIJ\[ E past the present writer 
has been pursued by the notion that the most 
important thing that happened during the 
Renaissance ·was the emergence of the ideas 
that led to the rationalization of sight. This is 
a matter so different from the fall of Constan
tinople, the invention of printing from mO\'
able types, the discovery of America, the Ref
ormation or the Counter Reformation, or any 
of the other traditional great events of that 
period, that a hasty account of it seems excus
able before embarking upon a detailed exam
ination of the mechanics of the perspective 
~chemes of Alberti. Pclerin (known as the 
Viator) , and Diirer, in which the effort 
towards that rationalization received its first 
expression in Italy, France. and Germany. 

In order to have ideas about the returns 
given us about nature by our five senses . it is 
necessary to have some system of symbols by 
which to represent those returns and some 
grammar or rule by which those symbols arc 
given logical relationships. Lacking such sym
bols, or a grammar for their use, the task of 
thinking becomes too onerous to be carried 
very far. A symbol that cannot be exactly 
duplicated , or , what comes to the same thing. 
a symbj that of necessity undergoes fortui
tous cl1a1~·es of meaning in the course of repe
tition or duplication. is of very limited useful
ness. A system of symbols without logical 
schemes, both for its interrelations and com
binations within itself and, if it symbolize ex
ternal fact, for its two-way, or reciprocal, cor
respondence with that external fact, is also of 
very limited uscf ulness. However interesting 
or important such symbols or series of symbols 
may be for personal intuition they obviously 

have little or no value for rationalization . 
"\Norcls as symbols have no meanings except 

such as they get from general convention or 

specific agreement as coupled '''ith recogni
tions arising through concrete experience, and 
thus are incapable of conveying information 
about unique characteristics to people who 
are not acquainted with those characteristics 
at first hand. It is doubtful whether a recog
nizable portrait has ever been painted from a 
verbal description. As yet no symbolization 
except a very poor verbal tautology has ever 
been worked out for the returns given us by 
the senses of taste and smell. At most we can 
~ay that strawberries taste like strawberries 
and that roses smell like roses. The symboli
zation for the returns given us by the sense of 
hearing is extremely limited and as yet has 
proved in competent to deal with sounds that 
lie outside the conventional restrictions of the 
notation of words and music. There is no sym
bolism that has been able to record or deal 
with such things as the personal timbre or 
characteristics of a human voice. The phono
graph and the sound cinema, which after all 
are very recent inventions, while providing a 
method for the duplication of sounds, provide 
no symbols for them and no grammar or rules 
for the combination of such symbols. 

The ancient Greeks worked out a highly 
abstract symbolism for certain 'ery elemen
tary and limited space intuitions ancl provided 
it with a most remarkable grammar. The two 
together are known to us as Euclidean geom
etry, the origin of which in tactile-muscular 
intuition is shown by it<; nearly complete pre
occupation with metrical problems and its e-;
sential dependence upon congruence. The 
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dominance of tactile-muscular intuition in 
Greek geometry and the failure of that geom
etry to take account of visual intuition is exem
plified by the fact pointed out by L. Cremona 
that "most of the propositions in Euclid's Ele
ments are metrical, and it is not easy to find 
among them an example of a purely descrip
tive theorem." 1 Although the Greeks worked 
all around the problem of perspective, as is 
shown, for example, by their interest in conics. 
their knowledge of the anharmonic ratio, ancl 
their discovery of such theorems as that about 
the inscribed hexagon to which Pappus's 
name is attached,2 they seem never to haYe 
realized that there was such a thing as a math
ematical problem of perspective. The under
lying tactile assumptions of Euclidean geom
etry are excellent! y exhibited in its basic pos
tulate about parallel lines. If we get our 
awareness of parallelism through touch, as by 
running our fingers along a simple molding. 
there is no question of the sensuous return 
that parallel lines do not meet. If, however. 
we get our awareness of parallelism through 

(1) Elements of Projective Geometry, Oxford, third 
edition, p. so.) 

( 2) For these and other similar instances, see Sir 
Thomas Heath's A History of Creel! Mathematics, Ox
ford, 1921, vol. II, pp. 270, 381, 397, 419, 521, etc. 

( 3) Euclid's fifth postulate is today perhaps best 
known through Playfair's eighteenth-century equivalent, 
that only one line may be drawn through a given point 
parallel to a given line. 

(4) If one remembers correctly, it was Ernst Mach 
who picturesquely pointed out that if men were fastened 
immovably to rocks like mollusks in the sea they could 
have no sensory intuition of Euclidean space. F. En
riques, who has discussed the spatial intuitions that come 
from visual and from tactile-muscular sensations, has said: 
"F. Klein ale premier remarquc cette difference entre les 
proprietes descriptives et les proprietes metriques." (En
C)iClopedie des sciences mathbnatiques ... , tome 111, vol. 
1, p. 63, and see also Enriques's Ler;ons de geometrie fJro
jective, Paris, 1930, p. 3·) The way in which the tactile
muscular habit of thought inhibited the ancient geom
eters is very remarkably shown by Heath's account (of>. 
cit., vol. 11, p. 521) of Peithon and Sere nus (fourth cen
tury A.D.). This account is so interesting that I quote it 
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sight, as when we look down a long colonnade, 
there is no doubt about the sensuous return 
that parallel lines do converge and will meet 
if they are far enough extended. Although 
Euclid was well aware of this (see his Optics, 

Theorem vr) and was explicit about the fact 
that his famous fifth postulate3 was a postu
late, it was not until the seventeenth century 
that for the first time a mathematician adopted 
convergence at infinity as the basis of a defini
tion of parallellines.4 

At the very beginning of human history 
men discovered in their ability to make pic
tures a method for symbolization of their vis
ual awarenesses which differs in important re
spects from any other symbolic method that 
is known. As distinguished from purely con
ventional symbols. pictorial symbols can be 
used to make precise and accurate statements 
even while themselves transcending defini
tion.;; In spite of this, picturemaking long re
mained a most inefficient sort of symboliza
tion. There were two great reasons for this 
inefficiency: one, that no picture could be ex-

in extenso. "In the propositions (29-33) from this point 
to the end of the book Serenus deals with what is really 
an optical problem. It is introduced by a remark about 
a certain geometer, Peithon by name, who wrote a tract 
on the subject of parallels. Peithon, not being satisfied 
with Euclid's treatment of parallels, thought to define 
parallels by means of an illustration, observing that 
parallels arc such lines as arc shown on a wall or a roof 
by the shadow of a pillar with a light behind it. This 
definition, it appears, was generally ridiculed; and Ser
enus seeks to rehabilitate Peithon, who was his friend, by 
showing that his statement is after all mathematically 
sound. He therefore proves, with regard to the cylinder, 
that, if any number of rays from a point outside the 
cylinder arc drawn touching it on both sides, all the rays 
pass through the sides of a parallelogram (a section of 
the cylinder parallel to the axis)- Prop. 29- and i[ 
they are produced farther to meet any other plane par
allel to that of the parallelogram the points in which they 
meet the plane will lie on two parallel lines (Prop. 30 ); 
he adds that the lines will not seem parallel (vide Euclid's 
0 ptics, Prop. 6 )." 

(5) In thinking about symbols it is necessary to re
member that while some symbols are defined by their 



actly duplicated, and the other, that there was 
no rule or grammatical scheme for securing 
either logical relations within the system of 
pictorial symbols or a logical two-way, or re
ciprocal, correspondence between the pic
torial representations of the shapes of objects 
and the locations of those objects in space.r. 

Until the end of the fourteenth century this 
was the condition of man's ability to symbolize 
his sensuous awareness of nature. To it may 
be attributed much of the failure of clas<;ical 

and mediaeval natural science. 
At the end of the fourteenth century or the 

beginning of the fifteenth century someone 
somewhere in Europe began to make wood
cuts. Originally the woodcut was a mere labor
saving device for the quantity production of 
sacred images. It was the earliest form of the 
printed picture. By the end of the fifteenth 
century men were printing pictures from en 
graved and etched metal plates as well as from 
wooden blocks. The printing of pictures pro
vided for the first time a technique which 
made possible the exact duplication of pic

torial symbols for visual awarenesses.7 

The invention of the printed picture was 

thus not improbably an event unique in the 
history of European thought. Very shortly 

references, other references arc defined by their symbols. 
The more closely a highly organiLcd and purely conccp 
wal subject, such as mathematics, defines its symbols, the 
wider is the range of variation that may be introduced 
into the physical forms of the symbols without effecting 
change in their significance. The more closely symbols 
(e.g. pictures) define unorganized and concrete subjects, 

such as the materials o~ visual sense awarenesscs, th(' nar
rower is the range o[ Yariation that may be introduced 
into the physical forms of the symbols without etlecting 
change in their significance. Thanks to the pictorial sym 
bol's sensuously immediate definition of its reference, it 
is basic for many of the recognitions of similarity which 
must be made before practical knowledge or science is 
possible. 

(6) The only pre·Renaissance statement I have found 
to show that people were ever specifically aware of the 
difficulties of a pictorial symbolism that was not accu-

after it happened there was another unprec
edented event which, coming in similar fash
ion to a society that was not prepared for it, 
took a long time before its mechanics were 
understood or its implications were recog
nized. This was Leone Battista Alberti's dis
CO\'ery of a simple but logical scheme for pic
torial perspective. 

Perspective may be regarded as a practical 
means for securing a rigorous two-way, or 
reciprocal, met1 ical relationship between the 
shapes of objects as definitely located in space 
and their pictorial repre-;cntations. Important 
as this is to pt< turemaking in the narrm,·est 
sense, it is doubtless e\en more important to 
general thought. be< a use the premises on 
which it is ba.,cd tre imphcit in e\ery state
ment made with its aHl. Either the exterior 
relations of objects, mch <1s their forms for 
\·isual .m·areness, change with their shifts in 
location, or else their interior relatiom do. If 
the latter "'ere the ca-;e there could be neither 
homogeneity of' space nor uniformity of na
ture, and science and technology as now con
ceived would necessarily cease to exist. Thus 

perspective, because of its logical recognition 
of internal invariances through all the trans
formations produced by changes in spatiallo-

ratcly repeatable is contained in chapter~ ·1· 5 and 10 of 
Book xxv of Plin) 's Xatuml lli~lory. Little more inter 
esting or directly to the point can be (lesircd tlun this 
account of why some <:reck botanists gave up the attempt 
to illustrate their book·. 

(7) The hiqon of the gr.tphtL tcdmiques is neither 
mme nor less than the histOJy (1) of the extension of the 
abilit) e. actly to duplicate the symbnls of Yimal aw:uc
nc'>s and ( 2) of the C:\.tcnsion of the poll'cr of those S) m
bols sensuously to define untquc personal characteristics 
that transcend purdy form.il or tom entional not;ltion. 
The histt>rians of ''fmc prints." LccamP. o! tlwir limited 
technical .tpproath and also bct..tme ol their prcoccu 
pation with primitiYc rarities and the Yer) occasional 
artistic ma>terpicccs, haYc with remarkable unanimitv 
disregarded both the expansion of the social utility ol 
the graphic media and their lunuional g10wth and intcl 
Jectual importame as tools of knowledge and thought. 
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cation, may be regarded as the application to 
pictorial purposes of the two basic assump
tions umlerlying all the great scientific gener
alizations, or laws of nature. 

Alberti\ perspective scheme of 1435- 1436 
(see p. 1 4 be low) mar keel the effectual begin
ning o( the <substitution o( visual for tactile 
space awareness. because its novel procedure 
of central projection and section° not only 
automatically brought parallel lines together 
in logically determinable vanishing points, 
but provided a basis for the hitherto missing 
grammar or rules for securing both logical re
lations within the system of symbols employed 
and a reciprocal, or two-way, metrical corre
spondence between the pictorial representa
tions of objects and the shapes of those objects 
as located in space. 

Ever since Alberti made his statement, men 
have been busy, some misunderstanding and 
some developing it. Leonardo da Vinci and 
others who understood it reduced it to a form. 
known as the "costruzione legittima." that was 
practical for artists.10 Viator published the 
variant which is now known in the studios as 
three-point perspective in his De artificiali 

perspectiva of 1505. Di.irer, whose Unterwey

sung der l\1essnng was published in 1525, was 
acquainted with the method of projection and 
section, but failed to understand it, as appar
ently d id his immediate German successors. 
Vignola, in the first half of the sixteenth cen
tury, taught both the costruzione legittima 
and the three-point method, but the substance 
of his teaching was not published until Eg-

(8) Cf. B. A. W. Russell, An Essay on the Foundations 
of Geometry, Cambridge, 1897, passim. 

(g) The late Greek geometers on rare occasion uti
lized this procedure, as for example in propositions 28 
and 29 of the fourth book o[ Pappus's Synagoge (see 
Heath. ofJ. cit., vol. Il, p. 38o), but would seem never to 

ha\e realized its possibilities or to have developed it. 
( 1 o) The text of lea( 42 recto of Leonardo's Manu

script A (see reproduction, p. 23 below) proves conclusively 
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natio Danti 's Le rille regale clella prosjJettiv a 

pratica appeared at Rome in 1583. Guido
baldo del Monte in his prolix 1\1ontis perspec

tivae !ifni sex of 16oo summed up the perspec
tive knowledge of the sixteenth century and 
worked out a number of elaborate variations 
but seemingly added little to the basic theory. 
He is said to have been the first to use the 
phrase vanishing point ("punctum concur
sus"). 

Kepler's postulation, in his Ad vitellionem 

jJarali jJornena of 1 604, that parallel lines meet 
at a point at infinity11 was the independent 
mathematical recognition of an operational 
fact implicit in Alberti's construction and in
directly stated by him in his text (see p. 22 
below). It has been said that Kepler's postu
lation marks off modern from classical geom
etry. 

It was not, however, until the 1 G3o's that 
for the first time a mathematician of genius 
attacked the specific problem of perspective. 
This man. Girard Desargues of Lyons, the 
greatly admired friend of Descartes and Fer
mat, opened the way to both the perspective 
and the descriptive geometries. That Alberti 

preceded Kepler by one hundred and seventy 
years, and Desargues by two hundred years , 

throws much light upon the mathematical 
knowledge and ability of the fifteenth and six
teenth centuries. Among many other things, 
Desargues discovered the theorem about per
spective triangles now known by his name, 

and, from purely perspective considerations, 
he postulated in so many words that parallel 

that Leonardo was fully aware of the strict two-way 
metri_cal corre_sponclence between a correctly made pcr
~pectlve drawmg o{ an object in space and the objcn 
asel f. 

( 1 1) See Charles Taylor's article "Geometrical Con
tinuity" in Encyclopaedia B1·itannica, elevemh edition 
The essential passage from Kepler's text is reprinted iJ~ 
H. F. Baker's Principles of Geometry, Cambridge, 1g

2
g. 

vol. 1, p. 178. 



lines in a plane meet at a point at infinity.12 

In 1640, the year after Desargues's Brouillo11 

jnoiect d'une alleinle, his pupil, Blaise Pascal, 

by the use of its methods, worked out the 

theorem about the hexagon inscribed in a 

conic. Thus Desargues and Pascal, between 

them, developed the two basic theorems of the 

modern geometry of perspective.13 Those who 

think of perspective only as a more or less un

important subject in the curriculum of an art 

school should find food for thought in the 

facts that Desargues is reputed to ha,·e been 

the first to design an epicycloiclal gearing.11 

and that every engineering and architectural 

school now requires that its students ha\'e a 

knowledge of descriptive geometry. 

Because of the scattered way in which Des

argues published his results- his \'erv inlpm
tant Brouillon fnoiect d'une alleinte was lost 

(t!!) Desargues, writing in 16:;6. \aid: "Quane! les 
!ignes suiet sont paralelles entr'cllcs. & que Ia liRn(• de 
l'oeil mence paralellc a icellcs, n'cst pas paralellc au 
tableau; lcs aparcnccs de ccs !ignes suiet, sont des !ignes 
qui tcndent toutcs au poinct auqucl cettc lignc de l'oeil 
rcncontrc lc tableau, d 'autant que chacunc de ces !ignes 
suiet est en un mesme plan avec ccttc ligne de l'oeil. en 
laqucllc tous ces plans s'entre-coupent ainsi qu'en leur 
commun essieu, & que tous ces plans sont coupcz d'un 
autre mcsme plan le tableau." (Sec .\. Bosse, llfanii:re 
1miverselle de lifT Desargues fJOl/1' jnatiquer Ia fJersfu·c
tive, 1648, p. 333·) If this be compared with Alberti's 
construction (see p. 22 below) it will be seen to be a 
Ycrbal statement of what happens in the operation of 
that construction. In 1639 Dcsargucs. in his Brouillon 
fnoiect d'une atteinte ... , said: "Pour donner it entendre 
l'espccc de position d'entre plusicurs droitcs en laqucllc 
cllcs sont toutcs paralcllcs cntr'cllcs, il est icy dit que 
toutcs ccs droites sont cntr'clles d'une mesmc ordonnance, 
clotH le but est a distance infinie, en chacune d'une part 
et d'autrc." (Sec J>oudra's Oeuvres de Desarg1us, Paris, 
1864, Yo!. 1, p. 104.) Dcsargucs's 1636 demonstration of 
his theorem about perspective triangles will be found at 
p. 340 of the book by Bosse cited abo\'e, as well as in 
Poudra's edition of Desargues's Oeuvres. 

( 13) H. \Vicner, in his "Ueber Grundlagen unci .-\uf
bau der Geometric" ( )ahresber. d. deulsch. l\Iath. T'erein, 
\Ol. I, 18g2, p. 47) says: "Diese heiden Schliessungssiillc 
L i.e. the theorem of Desargues about perspecti\'c triangles 
and that of Pascal about the particular case in which the 

from the end of the seventeenth century until 

the middle of the nineteenth century- and 

especially, it would seem, because of the fasci

nation of the field of endeavor opened up by 

Descartes's almost simultaneous publication 

( 1 ()37) of analytical geometry, the discoveries 

of Desargues and Pascal were in general ig

nored until after they had been more or less 

independently worked out by other men in 

the late eighteenth and early nineteenth cen
turies. 

In 1798- 1 7~)9 :\Ionge published his Geo

nu;trie dncrijJI i-ue, in which. as the result of a 

remarkable analysis o[ previous practice and 

the disco\'ety of its generalized theoretical 

basis. he may be '>aiel to ha\'e created modern 

dc~criptiH: geonwtr) Y' In 1 822]. V. Poncelet, 

one of \fongl''s old pupils , published his great 

dassical f'nu/1; de\· jJmjJrictes jnojectives des 

hexagon i~ in~nibed within a conic degraded to two 
o,tiaight intersecting lines] abcr geniigen. um ohne weiterc 
Stctigkeitsbetrachtungcn oder unendliche Processe den 
Gtun(hatz dcr projcctiYen Geometric zu beweiscn , und 
damit die ganlc lineare projectiYc Geometric dcr Ebenc 
zu cntwickeln." 

(11) Sec Chaslcs's AJ;erpt historique sur l'origine et le 
ileveloJJfJemenl des nu!thodcs en gt:ometrie, Paris. third 
edition, p. 86. 

( 15) "Monge en cont;ut les idees fondamentalcs vcrs 
1775, il les elabora lcntement et les exposa pour Ia 
premiere fois d'une fat;on systematique it !'Ecole Normale. 
an m de Ia Republique. l\Iais il ne fut autorise a publier 
ses importantes d<'·cou\'Crtes que !'an v11, it cause de Ia 
craintc epreuvee par le Gomerncment que lcs ctrangers 
n 'cn tircnt profit pour leurs omrages de defense mili
taircs." (~I. Solo,ine, at p. x of the Notice biographique 
prdacing his edition of Monge's Ghmdtrie descrijJlive, 
l'a1 is , 1922.) The following sentences from the short 
"Programme" which Monge himself prefixed to his book 
arc not without interest: "Cet art a deux objets princi
paux. Lc premier est de representer avec exactitude, sur 
des dessins qui n'ont que deux dimensions, lcs objets qui 
en ont trois. et qui sont wsccptibles de definition rigou
reuse. Sous (e point de \ue, c'est une langue necessairc ;\ 
i'homme de genic qui con<;oit Ull projet, a CCilX qui 
doi\ent en diriger !'execution. <'L enfin aux artistes qui 
doin·nt eux-memcs en exi·cuter lcs difl(-rentcs parties. Le 
second objet de Ia Ct·ometnc descripti\ c est de d(·duirc 
de Ia description e'acte des corps tout ce qm suit ncces-

I I 



figures: Ouvrage 11tile (L cellx qui s'occujJent 
des ajJplicat ions de fa geomhrie rlescrijJtive et 
d'ojJerations g(;onu;lriques sur le terrain, in 
·which projective geometry was finally devel
oped into a full-fledged mathematical disci
plineY; In 1847 von Staudt freed perspective 
geometry of metrical notionsY The develop
ment at the hands of subsequent workers has 
been most remarkable, especially as leading 
up to the study of the foundations of geom
etry. l\Iethocls have been discovered by which 
Euclidean geometry and the various non
Euclidean geometries have been so related to 
projective geometry that Cayley felt justified 
in his enthusiastic statement that "projective 
geometry is all geometry.'' 1

il 

On the immediately practical side it is 
hardly too much to say that without the de
velopment of perspective into descriptive 
geometry by l\Ionge and into perspective 
geometry by Poncelet and his successors mod 
ern engineering and especially modern ma
chinery could not exist. Many rea-;ons are as
signed for the mechanization of life and in
dustry during the nineteenth century, but the 
mathematical devclopmem of prrspccti\ e "as 
absolutely prcrec1uisite to it. Professor A. N. 
\Vhitehead has somewhere remarked that the 
great invention of the nineteenth century wa-; 
that o( the technique of making im·entions. 
The inventions of l\Ionge and Poncclet were 
among the most important of the intellectual 

saircmcnt de leurs formes ct de leurs positions respcc
tivcs .... On contribucra done il donner il !'education 
na1 ion ale une direction a van tagcusc, en familiarisant nos 
jeunes artists ;nee ]'application de Ia Geometric dcscrip
ti\ e aux constructions graphiques qui sont ncccssaircs au 
plus grand nombre des arts, ct en faisant usage de ccttc 
Geometric pour la representation et Ia determination 
des clements des machines .. 0 ." 

( 16) There are few stories more roman tical! y interest
ing or intellectually suggcsti\e than those of the early 
I iYes o[ l\I onge and Poncclct. Ponce let, captured by the 
Russians during Napoleon's retreat from 1\Ioscow, and 
languishing in prison for several years without books or 
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tools which made that great invention pos

sible. 
It is interesting to notice that, just as the 

earliest datable European prints were made 
during the lifetime of Alberti (1404- 1472) , 
so l\Ionge (174G - I818) and Poncclet (1788 -
18G7) " ·ere contemporaries of N icpce ( 17Gs-
18 ;~;~) and Fox Talbot ( 18oo- 1877 ), to whose 
ingenuity we owe the first photography. a 
form of picturemaking that is not only pre
cisely duplicable but one in which geometrical 
perspective is so inherent that today the cam
era is used as a surveying and measuring in
strument1n as well as a tool for the making o( 
precisely duplicable pictures of unique char
acteristics that transcend notation in terms of 
convention, for instance, in its use in the at
tributions of connoisseurship. Photographic 
pictures have entered so deeply into the con
sciousness o( \Vestern Europe and ,\merica 
that now there are few people who are not un
happ} with a modern picture that is too ob
viously out of photographic perspective. 

The most marked characteristics of Euro
pean pictm ial representation since the four
teenth century ha\ e been on the one hand its 
'iteadily increasing naturalism and on the 
other its purely schematic and logical exten
sions. It is submilled that both arc due in 
largest part to the development and pervasion 
o( methods which have provided symbols, re
peatable in invariant form, for representation 

papers, preserved his sanity during his enforced idleness 
by making some o[ the greatest of all mathematical dis-
COYerieS. 

(•7) In the preface to his Geomelrie der Lage o[ 1817· 
he said: "Ich habe in dieser Schrift versucht, die Geo
metric dcr Lagc m einer selbsUindigcn \Vi'>scnsrhaft 1u 
machcn, welche des l\Iesscns nicht bedarf." 

(•8) Compare the remark made by Jean Nicod, Foun 
dations of Geometry & Induction, London, •930, p. 182: 

"The order o[ 'icws thus becomes the only fundamental 
space o[ nature." 

(•9) See, e.g., H . Deneux, La MhrojJlwto.l!,rOjJhie . . . , 
Paris, 1930. 



o~ual awarenes_ses, and a grammar of per
spective which made it possible to establish 
logical relations not only within the system of 
symbols but between that system and the forms 
and locations of the objects that it symbolizes. 

In the middle sixteenth century Brunfels 
and Fuchs issued the first botanies provided 
with printed illustrations adequate to the sym· 
bolization of the unique characteristics of the 
various plants and flowers. In 154;~ Vesalius 
and John of Calcar produced the first fully il
lustrated anatomy, that is, the first grammar 
of the human figure which, naming the vari
ous bones, muscles, etc., defined them by exact 
reference to pictures, which, being printed 
from unchanging wooden blocks. remained 
invariant throughout the entire edition. Since 
that time, thanks in important measure to the 
availability of methods for the exact duplica
tion of logically arranged pictorial symbols 
for visual awarenesses, scientific description 

has proceeded at a constantly accelerating rate. 
Scientific classification, which was practically 

impossible for many things so long as such 
methods were not available, has now because 
of them made enormous strides. Those meth
ods have perhaps reached some of their most 
popularly acclaimed achievements in classifi
cation in the fields of archaeology. artistic con
noisseurship, medical diagnosis, and criminal 
detection, knowledges and practices that have 
been completely refashioned since the devel
opment of photography and its related proc
esses. Today there are few sciences or technol
ogies that are not predicated in one way or 
another upon this power of invariant pictorial 
symbolization. 

The constant extensions of the fields of use-

fulness of the pictorial symbol that is precisely 
duplicable and of the grammars of its use have 
had a most astonishing effect not only upon 
knowledge but upon thought and its basic 
assumptions or intuitions. Where the dom
inant Greek and mediaeval idea of "matter" 
seems to have been based on tactile and mus
cular intuitions, the modern one to a very 
great extent is based upon visual habits and 
intuitions. Relativity, which now in one form 

or another runs throughout contemporary 
thought and practice, is in large measure a de

velopment of ideas that were evolved through 
the stud) and use of projective transforma
twns. 

From being an avenue of sensuous aware
ne-;s for " ·hat people, lacking adequate sym
bols and adequate grammars and techniques 
for their usc, regarded as "secondary quali
ties," sight has today become the principal 
avenue of the sensuous awarenesses upon 
which systematic thought about nature is 
based. Science and technology have advanced 
in more than direct ratio to the ability of men 
to contrive methods by which phenomena 
which otherwise could be known only through 
the senses of touch, hearing, taste, and smell, 
have been brought within the range of visual 
recognition and measurement and thus be
come subject to that logical symbolization 
without which rational thought and analysis 
are impossible. ~ 0 The discm·ery of the early 
forms of these grammars and techniques con
stitutes that beginning of the rationalization 
of sight which, it is submitted, was the most 
important event of the Renaissance. 

(2o) Nicod, ojJ. cit., p. 172, speaks o[ "our so-called 
Yisual distance which alone is correct enough for science." 



THREE RENAISSANCE TEXTS ON PERSPECTIVE 

I. 

Bv COl\·fMON AGREEMENT the three 
outstanding renaissance texts on perspective 
are those of Alberti, Viator, and Durer. Al
berti's book, the Della pittura libri tre, writ
ten in 1435-1436, is generally acknowledged 
to be the earliest statement of a logically co
herent and pictorially adequate scheme of per
spective representation. The construction 
worked out by Alberti, and used after him by 
generations of Italian artists, is currently 
known as the "costruzione legittima." Via
tor's book, the De aTtificiali perspectiva, pub
lished at Toul in 1505 and pirated at Nurem
berg in l 509, contains the first statement of 
the familiar "three point" or "distance" 
method. Durer's book, the Unterweysnng der 

Messung, first published in 1525, was for s~v
eral generations the most advanced German 
authority on the subject. 

The simplest form of the perspective prob
lem is how to throw a square into a geometri
cally logical projection. As this is a problem 
in geometrical optics, and not in physiological 
optics or psychology, its solution may be re
garded as a convention, but a convention of 

( 1) The page references following my quotations o[ 
Alberti's text arc to the reprint of the original as given in 
Hubert Janitschek's edition of Leone Battista Alberti's 
Kleinere Kunsttheoretische Schriften. In making my Eng
lish versions I have made hard use of the Italian-English 
dictionaries of Florio (London, 1611) and Hoare (Cam
bridge, 1925) and even more of the model represented in 
my illustrations. 1 have also consulted the translations. 
into German by Janitschek, into French by Popelin, and 
by Bartoli and by Domcnichi into Italian from a Latin 
version. In so far as they deal with Alberti's perspective 
the first three of these translations with their diagrams 
are ingenious misrepresentations of Alberti's thought. 
The precedent thus set has been followed by many of the 
later writers on renaissance perspective. Janitschek's 
great merit is that he made the original Italian text avail
able. 

such great utility and so exceedingly familiar 
that for practical purposes it has the standing 
of a "reality." The two different methods of 
Alberti and Viator produce identical results, 
as can be proven by elementary geometrical 
reasoning. In diagrammatic form the two con
structions are as shown in figures 1 and 2. B C 
is the near side of the square to be projected. 
The vanishing point, A, is anywhere above 
BC, and as high above it as the observer's eye 
is above the plane of the square. The pro
jected right and left sides of the square lie 

along CA and BA. DA is parallel to BC. In 
Alberti's system a perpendicular is erected 
through B, cutting D A at E. The distance 
between the points D and E in Alberti's sys
tem, and between the points D and A in 
Viator's system, is equal to the distance be
tween the near edge of the square and the ob
server. In Alberti's system the projection of 
the fourth side of the square is determined by 
where the line DC cuts the perpendicular 
BE. In Viator's system it is determined by 
where the line DC cuts the line BA. It is in
teresting to note that the point A can be lo
cated anywhere along the line D A and does 
not have to be centered above the points C and 
B, and that because of this fact the costruzione 
legittima and the distance construction have 
an ostensible exact similarity when the lines 
BA and BE happen to coincide. 

II. 

The first thing we must do, would we under
stand Alberti's rather obscure text,1 is rapidly 
to run through it in the hope of arriving at 
some idea of what his tools and contrivances 
were and what it was in particular that he was 



trying to do with them. This is especially 
necessary because it is obvious that Alberti, 
in writing his descriptions, was not thinking 
wholly in terms of the problems of the orcli
nary maker of pictures. 

In the second paragraph of the third of his 
Three Books, Alberti says that the task of t!u 

fJainter is to represent with lines and color 

with j;igments the visible surface of any object 

upon any given panel or wall in such fashion 

that, at a certain distance and in a certain jw~i

tion from the center of vision, it may ajJjJear as 

In his remarks about light, shadows, andre
flections. he says that there is much more to be 
said about those subjects, as was shown by the 
miraculous pictures ( "miracoli della pic
tura," p. G7) he had made at Rome. Later he 
says that no picture can resemble nature un
less it is seen at a definite clistance,7 and that 
he will give the proof of this if he ever comes 
to write up those "demonstrations" which he 
had made and which astonished his friends as 
though they were miracles.8 A little later on, 
at a nucial point in the description of his op-

A 

FIG. I. FIG. 2. FIG. 3· THE TWO CONSTRUCTIONS 

SUPERIMPOSED ALBERTI'S CONSTRUCTION VIATOR'S CONSTRUCTION 

though in the rounrl and will closely resemfJle 

the o!Jject.'2 

In his first book, while describing the lines 
of vision between the eye and the things it 
sees, Alberti says: We tnay imagine the [vis

ual] rays as though I hey were very fine thread.\ 

tightly bound together in a bunch as by an 

iron lwnrl within the eye ... alnwsl lihe a 

j;ol/ard of all the rays, the norle of ·which 

shoots its young branches straight and fine 

against any ojJjJosing surface.3 He also says 
that the rays from the eye to the outward 
boundaries of the field of vision make what is 
called the pyramid of vision 1; that when a 
painter makes a picture of something he sees 
it is as if his panel were of transparent glass 
cutting across the pyramid of vision at a given 
distance from the eye,;; and that because of 
this whoever looks at a picture looks at a eros'> 
section pf a pyramid of vision .n 

eration he says that lte detennill('sthe distance 

(2) "Dico l'uficio del pictorc essere wsi: descriYen• 
wn linea ct tigniere con colori, in qual sia datoli ta\ola 
o parete simile 'edute superficie di qualunqne corpo. 
che quelle ad una certa distanzia et ad una certa positione 
di centro pajano rilevate et molto simili avere i corpi."

P· 143· 
(3) "ft noi qui inmaginiamo i rani quasi essere fiJi 

sottilissimi da uno capo quasi come una mappa molto 
stretissimi legati dentro all' occhio . .. quasi come troucho 
di tutti i rani. que! nodo extenda dritissimi et sottilissimi 
suo1 virgulti per sino alia opposita superficie."-p. 57· 

( 1) '·Ft questi razzi extrinsici .. fan no, qnanto si 
dice, quclla piramide vis iva. ·•- p. 61. 

(5) "Sc non che in questa superficie si presentino le 
forme delle cose vedute. non altrimcnti, che sc cssa fusse 
di vetro traluccntc, tale che Ia piramide 'isi'a indi trapas
sasse. posto una certa distantia."- p. 69. 

((i) "Chi mira una pictura, vede ccrta intersegatione 
d'una piramide."- p. Gg. 

(7) "Cosa niuna dipinta mai parra pari aile vcre, 
dove non sia c:erta distantia a vederle."- p. 81. 

(8) "l\fa di qucsto diremone sue ragione, se mai 
soneremo <h quelle dimostrationi quali fallc da noi li 
amici 'cggendole et maravigliandmi chiamavano mira
wli."- p. 81. 



he wa11ts between the eye and the piclure3
-

a thing that no ordinary painter ever thinks 

about, or is required to. 
The clue to the sense of these remarks is 

given in the Vita an o 11 y rna of Alberti (I trans
late from J anitschek's German. p. 2 29) 
which says that Alberti "wrote several books 
on painting, for with the aid of this art he 
brought about things unheard of and that the 
spectators found unbelievable, and he showed 
these things through a tiny opening that was 
made in a little closed box .... He called these 
things 'demonstrations,' and they were of such 
a kind that both artists and laymen questioned 
whether they saw painted things or natural 

things themselves." 
All these hints point to the strong prob

ability that Alberti conducted his researches 
with a peep show or a visual model. This 
being so, before we examine his text critically 
in detail, let us see what the simplest kind of 
a peep show or model can be, and find out 
whether we can use it as a means of arriving 
at a perspective construction or a diagram
matic rule of thumb for doing easy perspec
tive. 

The simplest kind of a model is an oblong 
box with an eye, or peephole, towards the top 
of one end, an object on the floor or bottom of 
the box, and a slide or slides which can be in
serted perpendicularly in the box between the 
hole and the object. On each of the slides such 
a picture of the object can be painted that 
when it is in its proper position in the box a 
person looking through the peephole will find 
it difficult to tell whether he sees the picture 
on the slide or the object on the floor. The 
major problem that faces the maker or oper
ator of such a peep show or model is to deter
mine the shape and size of the picture of the 

(g) "Poi constituisco quanto io voglia distantia dall' 
occhio alla pictura."- p. 83. 

object to be painted on any given slide, and 
the position of that picture on the slide. For 
experimental purposes it is well to use the 
simplest kind of an object. The best object 
for an experiment of this kind is a checker
board, placed on the bottom of the box with 
its edges parallel to the sides of the box. Once 
the checkerboard has been placed in position. 
the next step is to stretch strings from the eye
hole to the intersections of the lines on the 
checkerboard , to represent the lines of vision 
between the eye and the checkerboard. (See 
fig. 6, where for clarity's sake strings have been 
stretched only to the intersections along two 
adjoining sides of the checkerboard.) 

By stretching strings in this way we are en
abled not only to make the lines of our vision 
visible in a fixed position, but after a fashion 
to leave them there so that we can walk 
around and examine them from the sides and 
top and see "·hat we can discover about their 
angular and measurable relationships to each 
other, the eyehole, and the object. The si7e . 
shape. and height above the floor of the box. 
of the various cross sections of the pyramid of 
vision represented by the strings, can easily be 
measured at any given point between the eye
hole and the checkerboard - a proceeding 
that is fairly difficult without the strings. It 
is, however, not operationally necessary to 
stretch strings from all the intersections on 
the checkerboard, as the same theoretical and 
practical results can be achieved by stretching 
them from alternate intersections along any 
two adjacent sides of the checkerboard and 
from the remaining corner - which is what 
we have actually clone with our model. 

The easiest way of taking our measurements 
is by resorting to the age-old trick of the car
penters and stonecutters when they have to 
get the precise shape of a molding or uneven 
surface, that is, by cutting a templet. A tem-



plet is merely a piece of thin board one edge 
of which is gradually and carefully cut away 
so that when it is finished it will fit exactly 
up against the molding or uneven surface of 
which record has to be made. If, then, we cut 
a templet which will fit over the strings so that 
it will just touch them as they pass through it 
and which on either side of the strings will 
reach clown to the bottom of the box, we shall 
have a way of getting the precise measure
ments of the cross section of the strings at any 
point we desire between the eyehole and the 
checkerboard. The nearer to the checker-

FIG. 4 FIG. 5 

board the templet is placed the lower and 
wider the cross section of the strings will be. 
The nearer to the eyehole it is placed the 
higher and the smaller the cross section will 
be. And, if it is placed right at the eyehole 
the cross section will be merely a small hole or 
point at the height of the eyehole from the 
floor of the box. Thus, if the templet is cut 
to fit the strings somewhere between the eye
hole and the checkerboard it will have a shape 
more or less like figure 4 and can be slid along 
the box from its calculated position away 
from the eyehole but not towards the eyehole, 
because the strings rise up and get in the way. 
But if the templet is cut in a triangular form 
like figure 5, with the top corner high enough 
to fit over the eyehole and the lower corners 
far enough apart to fit over the strings where 
they meet the edges of the checkerboard, the 

templet can be slid along the box in either di
rection and will fit the strings anywhere be
tween the eyehole and the checkerboard. 
With a templet of this shape the heights of the 
strings can be marked upon the templet as 
they are at any given position the templet may 
occupy. \Ve will use this second form of tem
plet (see fig. 7 ). 

In this way. without knowing anything 
about geometry or perspective, we have suc
ceeded in discovering a means by which we 

FIG. 6 

can draw an accurate picture of the checker
boanl as seen in perspective on a slide at any 
position in our box. The trouble with this 
method is that it will only work for an object 
small ancl simple enough to be placed on the 
floor of the model and to have strings stretched 
to it from the eyehole of the model. There
fore our next task is to discover some way by 
which a diagram can be drawn by rule of 
thumb which will enable us to cope with the 
problem of the perspective rendering of ob
jects too big or too far away to be put in a 
model. 

One way of doing this is by fixing the tem
plet in a definite position at the near edge of 
the checkerboard and then looking at our 
strings from two different positions. The first 



pos1t10n from which we look at the strings 
and templet is from the side. From it we see 
something like figure 7. \Ve mark the heights 
of the strings on the templet. We then make 
a simple schematic diagram to scale of what 
we have seen (but doing it as though we had 
seen the model from a point on the line pass
ing through the two points of the templet). 
like figure 8. We then move around to the 
end of the model at a position exactly oppo
site the eyehole, and look at the strings again. 

FTC. 7 

What we see looks like figure 12. \Ve now 
make another simple diagram. to the same 
scale as our first (i.e., fig. 8 ), of what we have 
seen, like figure g, and then by carrying the 
lines we have marked on the templet across 
the diagram we have something like figure 1 o, 
which is exactly what we have been hoping to 
find. For if we have the measurements of the 
checkerboard we want to throw into perspec
tive and know how far away and how much 
below the eye it is, all we have to do is to make 
measured diagrams to the same scale from each 
of our two points of view. One diagram (fig. 
8) will give us the apparent heights of the 
transverse lines on the checkerboard at any 
given position between our eyes and the 
checkerboard, and the other diagram will give 
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us the way in which the orthogonal lines on the 

checkerboard appear to converge. By carry

ing our determination of the heights over 
from our first drawing to our second drawing, 

we get the picture we want of our checker
board as seen in perspective. Needless to say, 
either of these diagrams can be made before 
the other, and as matter of fact when we come 

to examine Alberti 's text we shall find that he 
reversed the order in which we have made 
them. 

Before going further, it is well to point out 
several things about these views and diagrams. 

FIG. 8 

The mo~t interesting thing about the end 
elevation of the strings that we made in our 

second diagram (fig. 9) is that, provided the 
point of convergence of the strings remains at 

the same height above the checkerboard and 
at the same distance from its two orthogonal 
edges, the diagram remains the same no mat
ter at what angle to right or left the bundle of 
strings may tilt, as seen in our first diagram 
(fig. 8). The other thing which it is well to 
have in mind is that our two views represent 
the same point of convergence of the strings 
as seen from different points of view and that 
the names given to the several representations 
of that point of convergence in our modern 
terminology relate not to different things but 
to different aspects of the one thing as seen 
from different positions. As most perspective 
constructions or working diagrams contain 



indications of the several aspects of the one 
thing as seen from several points of view it is 
most convenient to have different names for 
its different aspects. Alberti called the aspect 
of the point of convergence shown in the sec
ond of our two views the center point, but he 
used no name for the aspect shown in our first 
view, which in modern terminology is known 
as the distance point. 

A simpler method, which requires but one 
drawing and has other very great advantages, 
could well have been arrived at in the follO\\

ing manner: One day we go to our box to 

FIG. 9 FIG. IO 

make some adjustments in it, and in order to 
do this we take the triangular templet off the 
strings, and, temporarily to get it out of our 
way, we lean it up against the side of the box 
with its lower angles or points quite acciden
tally somewhere near the edges of the check
erboard. At the time we do this the templet 
happens to have marked on it the heights of 
the strings as they were when the templet was 
in position directly on the edge of the check
erboard nearest to the eyehole. When we 
have finished our adjustments and turn to 
pick up the templet in order to put it back in 
place over the strings, we notice something 
we had not seen before which makes us place 
the templet flat against the side of the box 
with its lower corners directly in contact with 
the corners of the checkerboard, so that it 
looks like figure 1 1. As soon as we have done 

this we see that the perpendicular edge of the 
templet nearest the eyehole marks the posi
tion which the templet had when we marked 
the height of the strings upon it and that the 
strings cut across that perpendicular edge ex
actly at the marks we had made on the tem
plet to indicate the heights of the strings. We 
then try the templet in various positions over 

FIG. I I 

FIG. I 2 

the strings between the eyehole and the check
erboard, in each case first marking the heights 
of the strings on the templet, then marking 
the position of the templet on the side of the 
box. and fmally turning the templet against 
the side of the box with its edge on the mark 
we ha\ e made on the side of the box. In each 
case the same relations hold true, and we then 
make a rather nai·ve and childish diagram of 
what we have actually seen in our box, select
ing for the purpose the particular case where 
the templet is flat against the side of the box 
with its two lower corners touching the cor
nen. of the checkerboard. That diagram is 
like figure 13. 



We then simplify our diagram a little. First 
we draw through the point representing the 
eyehole a line parallel to the line that repre
sents the bottom of the box- because this is 
the easiest way of getting the points that rep
resent the eyehole and the top corner of the 
triangular cut in the templet at the same 
height in our diagram. We then leave out the 

FIG. I 3 

FIG. I4 

ends of the box, after which we fill out the 
broken lines on the templet so that they run 
across it. These things done, our diagram looks 
like figure 14. Then, remembering the view 
from the end o( the model (figs. g, 1 o, and 1 2 ), 

we indicate the projections of the orthogonal 
lines on the checkerboard so that our diagram 
looks like figure I!J. We now have a schematic 
drawing which we can use to throw any check
erboard into perspective. If we know the 
height o( the observer's eye above the checker
board (i.e. the distance B E), the length of the 
side o( the square (i.e. the distance BC), and 
the distance of the observer from the square 
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(i.e. from D to E), we can work out our per

spective on paper without having tO resort to 
a box with strings and templet, and by mak
ing only one diagram. 

After we have done this it does not take 
long to discover by mere inspection and no 
theory that a line drawn from one corner of 
the projected checkerboard diagonally to the 
far corner will pass through the corners of 
each of the projected squares it crosses. This 
diagonal line is represented by a heavy line in 
the diagram shown in figure 16. After we have 
looked at this diagram for a little it becomes 

FIG. I 5 

obvious that all its results can be obtained in 
an easier manner, as shown in figure 17. From 
this, by way of the model, its strings, and its 
checkerboard, to an understanding of how to 
draw either irregular flat patterns or cubes 
and other three dimensional objects in per

spective is a perfectly simple operational 
matter. 

In many ways the most interesting thing 
about what we have just done is that we have 
done it all without any theoretical knowledge 
of geometry. Starting only with the knowl
edge that you can't see around a corner (and 
that therefore any line of vision is a straight 
line), an empty box, some strings, and a tem
plet, we have worked out a practical method 
of doing perspective. The most delightful 
and charming thing about it is that we have 
done all this without knowing anything 



about, or even having heard of, such things 
as vanishing points, or centers of vision , or 
horizon lines, or central lines, or cones of 
vision, or ground lines, or picture planes, and 
especially without any of the intellectual acro
batics involved in mentally revolving imag
inary planes with imaginary drawings on them 
first about imaginary points and then about 
imaginary axes so that the imaginary draw
ings on them can come into coincidence with 

other imaginary drawings on other imaginary 
planes - all of which even the most elemen
tary books about simple perspective ask us to 

FIG. 16 

do, if we want to understand perspective in
stead of merely following the diagrammatic 

prescriptions. 
The last several drawings that we have 

made are different forms of the costruzione 
legittima, first described by Leone Battista 
Alberti in 1435-1436, one of which, as it was 
drawn by Leonardo da Vinci, is reproduced 

in figure 18. 
III. 

Now, having been through all this practical 
experimenting, let us make our detailed ex
amination of Alberti's text- for unfortu
nately no pictures that he may have made of 
the several steps in his operation have come 
down to us, and so we must do the best we can 

from his text alone. 
Alberti's text is free from all modern ter

minology and constructioual ideas. Thus he 

nowhere speaks of a vanishing point, a dis
tance point, or a point of vision, an horizon 
line, or a ground plane or ground line. For 
this reason in discussing the particular pas
sages in his text that deal specifically with his 
construction . I shall confine myself to his ter
minology. 

Alberti starts his discussion with a series of 
theoretical considerations, in which he ration
aliles the 'm-ious things he has found out and 
invents a number of theoretical planes, lines. 
and points. \\ hich arc to be of use to him as 
names for relations and positions on his per-

FIG. I 7 

spective construction as distinct from the ac
tual relations and positions in a model. Thus 
he tells us that the lines of vision, which run 
from the eye to all points in the field of vision, 
form a pyramid, or, as we now call it, the cone, 
of vision, the apex of which is at the eye. He 
discovers a theoretical line that runs along 
the axis or center of the pyramid of vision and 
calls it the central line. When a plane, per
pendicular to the central line, cuts across the 
pyramid of vision it cuts the central line at a 
point which Alberti calls the center point, 
and at which all orthogonal lines converge. 
The only use that Alberti makes of the center 
point in his construction is one for which we 
have used the eyehole in our model. 

"\fter finishing his theoretical introduction 
Alberti plunges into a description of how he 
makes the perspective picture on the slide of 

2! 



his model - though to the discomfiture of his 
readers he says merely that he will show how 
he makes a picture ("Principia dove io debbo 
dissigniere," p. 79) and leaves them to fincl 
out about the model and the slides for them
selves. The object that he uses in his model 
and construction is a tessellated pavement, 
which from an operational point of view is 
the same as the checkerboard we have used in 
our model. For this reason in discussing his 
text I shall treat his word "pavimenti" as 
though it meant literally checkerboard. 

Omitting his unnecessary remarks, for 111 

the fashion of his time Alberti added lengthy 
classical and other allusions to the many 
asides that men normally lard their explana
tions with, let us now examine Alberti's ac
count of his actual method o( making a per
spective drawing. Without saying so he has 
taken his position at the end of his model. op
posite the eyehole, and, looking at it. he de
scribes the exact way in which we have ar
rived at the diagram shown in figure 1 o. He 
says, I draw a rectangle, (which is to bound 
the picture he is going to draw on the slide or 
the peep show) as big as I lihe) which for me 

is lihe an ojJen window through which I see 

whatever is to lJe jJainted,10 that is, the check
erboard as seen in perspective. Then, explain
ing that the bottom of his rectangle and the 
nearest transverse distance in the field to be 
represented in his picture are proportional. 
he marks off the bottom line of his rectangle 
in as many equal portions as there are squares 

( 10) "Scrivo uno quadrangolo eli rctti angoli quanto 
grande io voglio, cl qualc rcputo esscrc una fenestra 
aperta per donde io miri quello que quivi sara dipinto." 

-p. 79· 
(11) "Et emmi questa linea mcdcsima proportional(' 

a quella ultima quantita, quale prima mi si travcrso 
inanzi."- p. 79· Alberti's Latin version states this as 
follows: "Ac mihi quidem haec ipsa jacens quadranguli 
linea est proximiori transversae et aequcdistanti in pavi
mento visae quanti tali proportional is."- p. 231. 
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along the side of his checkerboard_ll 
Then1 by sight) I jJlace within this rectangle 

a j;oint at the place where the central line of 

vision comes- because of which it is called 

the center pointY?. When Alberti says that he 
places his center point by sight, he is not 
speaking quite by the book, for his center 
point is only the name by which he designates 
the indication on his drawing of the aspect of 
his eyehole as seen from the opposite end of 
his box. Then having located the center jJoint 

as said) I draw straight lines fmm that jJoint 

to all the measured jJoints on the bottom of 

the rectangle. These lines show me how trans

verse distances ajJjJear to change in length as 

they get further away to infinity.13 In these 
last three sentences Alberti, without warning, 
has lapsed into a mixture of reCerences to 
undescribed operation and to partially de
scribed rationalization or theory, and has 
done it with results that are bewildering to 
his reader. These sentences, to speak in terms 
o[ our model and its operation as distinct from 
those of Alberti's rationalization, call for a 
view of the eyehole and the strings as seen 
from the end of the box opposite the eyehole. 
This is the view represented in our photo
graph, figure 12, and diagram, figure g, ex
cept for the marks on the templet. 

In this connection it is interesting to notice 
that Diirer depicts a literal eye at the point at 
which the orthogonal lines converge in his 
construction, and in his text calls that point 
his "nahet aug" to distinguish it from his 

( 12) "Poi, den tro a qucsto quaclrangolo, clove a me 
paja, fermo uno punto, il qualc occupi qucllo luogo, dove 
il razzo centrico feriscc: ct per qucsto il chiamo punto 
ccntrico."- p. 79· 

(13) "Adunque posto il punto ccntrico come dissi , 
segnio diritte Iince da csso a ciascuna divisionc, posta 
nella linea del quadrangolo, chc giacc. Quali segnatc 
Iince a me climostrino in chc modo, quasi persino in in
finito, ciascuna travcrsa quantita segua alterandosi."

P· 79· 
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FIG. r8. THE COSTRUZIONE LEGITTIMA AS IT WAS DRAWN BY LEONARDO 

TRANSLATION BY C. Ravaisson-Mollien in Les 
Manuscrits de Leonard de Vinci, Le Manuscrit A de Ia 
BibliothCque del' lnstitut, Paris, 1 881, folio 42 recto: 
"- Si tu fa is un plan [ carre] et que tu me le 
montres avec une marque ou un point qui y ait 
ete fait au hasard, et que tu me discs seulement 
s'il est fait en carre parfait ou non, par com bien de 
brasses a le premier cote, je saurai te dire de 
combien de brasses ta vue est eloignee de ce carre 
et a combien de brasses de distance se trouve 
le point fait au hasard dans ce carre, point que 

nous supposerons etrc a; tu devras faire comme il 
appara!t dans la demonstration ci-dessus figuree. 

" - Suis Ia li~ne a b et la ligne d e jusqu'ou 
elles se coupent en f; Ia se trouve la hauteur de 
l'oeil. Et si tu veux connaitre la distance, tu 
feras la paroi [l'ecran] a n, puis tu traceras la 
li!Sne c g; a son intersection avec la ligne g fest 
le point de distance; tire ensuite les brasses 
a r s t e au point f et au point g; limite ton plan, 
et tu verras ou le point a, fait au hasard, est 
situe." 



"ander aug," from which he determines the 

heights of his transverse lines (see p. 35 be
low). Leonardo, in the drawing to be seen 
on leaf 36 verso o( his Manuscript A like
wise indicates a literal eye at each of the two 
points. There is little doubt that in so far as 
Dtirer understood the Italian tradition, as 
represented, for example, by Leonardo, he fol
lowed it in his construction, and that that 
tradition goes back to the operational fact 
that in a model the strings representing the 
orthogonal lines converge at the eyehole. In 
any event the drawing that Alberti has just 
described fits the facts as to both his actual 
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eyehole and that aspect of it on his drawing 
which he calls his center point. On it he has 
indicated the way in which the orthogonal 
lines on his checkerboard converge as seen in 
perspective, the outermost of those lines pro
viding a series of limits beyond which the 
transverse lines on his checkerboard as seen 
in perspective do not extend. 

Alberti now turns aside from his explana
tion of his own practice to criticize an un
scientific method followed by some other peo
ple , who try by an arithmetical rule of thumb 
to indicate the way in which a series of equi
distant transverse parallel lines, lying on a 
plane different from that of the eye, appear 
to get closer and closer together as they recede 
from the observer. 

Having finished this criticism, he returns 
to his own problem, saying: But the way the 

transverse lines succeed one another- is as fol-

lows. Then, but without saying so, he leaves 
the end of his model, at which he has hitherto 
been stationed, and moves around to its side, 
and, looking at it from this different point of 
view, tells how he represents what he sees. I 
lake a lillie sjwce ("uno picciolo spatio"
doubtless a piece of paper or board on which 
he is going to work out the measurements 
that he is going to carry over onto the drawing 
he has started to make on his slide) on which 

I dmw a horizontal line) which I divide in as 

many equaljJar-ts as there are in the bottom 

li11e of my rectangle. Then I place a jxiint as 

high a/Jove this line as the center point is 

a1Jove the lJOttom, of my rectangle: and jro11t 
!hat jJoillt I draw lines lo each division in this 

line.l" At this stage of his second drawing it 
looks like figure 1 g. Then I determine I he 

distance I want lJelween the eye (i.e. the point 
he has just placed, which represents the eye
hole in his model, the precise location and 
height of which he knew because it was fixed 
in his box) and the jJiclure (which is to be 
painted on the slide he is going to place be
tween the eyehole and the checkerboard in 
his peep show), and there I draw what the 

mathematicians call a perjJendicular line 

across the other linesY' At this stage his sec
ond drawing looks like figure 8. He then gives 
a definition of a perpendicular line, and goes 
on: liflhere I his jJerjJendicular line is cut lJy 

(14) "l\Ia nella quantita transYerse come !'una seguiti 
l'altra cosi seguito. Prendo uno picciolo spatio nel quale 
scriYo una c\iritta linea, et questa divic\o in simile parte. 
in quale divisi Ia I inca che giace nel quac\rangolo. Poi 
pongo eli sopra uno punto alto da questa linea , quanto 
nel quadrangolo posi cl punto centrico alto dalla linea 
che giace nrl quadrangolo; et da questo punto tiro linec 
a ciascuna diYisione segniata in quella prima linea."

P· 83. 
(15) "Poi constituisco quanto io yoglia distantia da\1' 

occhio alla pictura, et ivi segnio, quanto clicono i mathe
matici , una perpendiculare linea tagliando qua\unque 
truovi linea ."- p. 83. 



the other lines gives me the order of the re
cession of the transverse lines. And in this way 
I determine the measurements of all the 

parallel lines and the squares upon the check

erboard as it ajJpears in the picture on my 
slide.16 That is to say, the points where the 
bundle of converging lines cross his perpen
dicular give him the heights at which the 
transverse lines are to be drawn in the picture 
on the slide, and he is now able to carry them 
over from his working draw·ing to that picture 
and thus complete it so that it looks like fig

ure 15. 
WhetheT these [ lramverse lines] have been 

correctly drawn by me [in the fJicture on rny 
slide] will be shown if a single straight line 
will form a diagonal through a nnm.ber of the 

squares in the picture.l1 His completed pic
ture on the slide, with the diagonal marked 
upon it, looks like figure 20. It has been said 
that Alberti used this fact about the diagonal 
as a proof of the correctness of his drawing. 
and that in so doing he ·was mistaken because 
it is inherent in the geometry of his construc
tion. This criticism, however, is not quite 
correct, for the critic failed to notice that Al
berti had made two drawings and not one; 
had carried his first drawing as far as he could 
without certain measurements, and then to 
get those measurements had made his second 
drawing; after which, having those measure
ments, he had completed his first drawing. In 
consequence of all this he needed some way 
of checking up the accurate correspondence 
of the two drawings and sets of measurements. 

(16) "Questa cosi pcrpendiculare linea, dove dall' 
altre sara tagliata, cosi mi clara Ia successione di tutti lc 
traverse quantiti1. Et a questo modo mi truovo descripto 
tutti e paralleli, cioe le braccia quadrate del pavimento 
nella dipintura ... . "-p. 83. 

(17) "Quali quanto sieno dirittamente descripti ad 
me ne sara inditio se una medcsima ritta linea contino
vera diametro eli piu quadrangoli descripti alia pictura." 
-p. 83. 

The diagonal provided the needed verifica
tion in the simplest possible way. 

Just when or by whom it was discovered 
that the construction could be made with one 
drawing instead of two, by schematically turn- 1 
ing the end elevation of the lines of vision into 
the same plane with the side elevation- that 
is, what we actually did when we turned the 
marked templet in our model against the side 
of the box- is not known. Alberti's text is 
not sufficiently developed for us to be certain 
that he knew it although there is every prob
ability that he did. In any event that knowl-
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edge nmst have followed very shortly after
wards, because Leonardo da Vinci knew all 
about it, including its strict relationship to 
actual measurement, as can be seen by exam
ination of Ravaisson-J\Iollien's facsimile and 
translation of leaf 42 recto of Leonardo's 
J\IanuscriptA(fig. 18). 

Alberti has now arrived at the end of his 
technical description of his perspective con
struction. but he goes on to say: This being 
done, I draw a straight line across the picture 

on my slide from side to side, parallel to its 

bottom line and j>assing through the center 

point, and thus divide my picture. This line 
senJes as a limit above which nothing in the 

picture can extend that is not higher than the 
eye of the observer. And because this line 

jJasses through the center jJoint I call it the 

central line. From this it follows that the fig-

'25 



ures painted on the furthest squares of the 

picture are smaller than the others; as Nature 
demonstrates to us.18 This statement is inter
esting as showing how near Alberti came to 
discovering the idea of the horizon line, which 
in effect he had when he had clravm his line 
across his diagram through its center point. 

It is worth while to go back, at this place, 
and consider a little more fully Alberti 's 
phrase about determining the distance be
tween the eye and the picture (see p. 1 5 
above) -for it is this phrase which, although 
one of the greatest stumbling blocks to an un
derstanding of his text. contains the key to 
the operation described in it. When he wrote 
his description he was thinking in large part 
in terms of his model and the things that he 
actually did with it. Thus the position of the 
slide (which for many purposes is identical 
with the templet in our model) was the only 
variable he mentioned , for the eyehole and 
the checkerboard were built into his box so 
that in his experiments their locations and 
measurements were constant- though no one 
knew better than he did that if the eyehole 
were made higher or lower or moved to one 
side or the other, or if the checkerboard were 
slid along the bottom of his box in either di
rection, then the size and height of the check
erboard as represented on his slide (or, in 
terms of our model, the pattern of the points 
where the strings pass through the templet) 
would be different, and the lines of vision (or 

(18) "Fatto questo, io descrivo nel quadrangolo della 
pictura ad traverso una clritta linea dalle in[criore eque
distante, quale dal uno lato all' altro passando su pel 
centrico punto divida il quadrangolo. Questa linea a me 
tiene uno termine, quale niuna veduta quantita non piu 
alta che l'occhio che vede, pili sopra giudicare. Et questa 
perche passa pel punto centrico dicesi linea centrica. Di 
qui interviene che li huomini dipinti, posti nell ultimo 
braccio quadro della pin tura so no minori che gl i a I tri; 
qual cosa cosi essere Ia natura medesima ad noi dimostra." 
-p. 83. 

strings) ·would make different angles with 
each other both at the eyehole and at the floor 
of the box. Every man who actually works 
with a tool or device such as the model I have 
described knows this kind of thing simply 
from working with it, and needs no explana
tion of it, verbal or otherwise. The principal 
reason for his usual failure to call attention to 
it or to explain it is its complete operational 
obviousness to him. 

One of the greatest difficulties that men 
have in understanding explanations arises 
from the fact that the explainer tacitly thinks 
in terms of one particular tool or operation 
with its inherent, disguised factors, and the 
explainee tacitly thinks in terms of a differ
ent tool or operation with its different inher
ent, disguised factors. It was this even more 
than Alberti's obscurity of expression that for 
a long time prevented his discovery from be
coming known among the artists. Where Al
berti thought in terms of a picture on a 
movable slide in a model, the ordinary artist 
was trying to learn how to make a picture that 
could hang or be painted on the wall of a 
room and that would appear to be adequately 
jn perspective no matter what its distance was 
from the eye of its beholder. This difference 
in problem can be phrased by saying that as 
between the constants and variables of Al
berti and the ordinary painter, the only thing 
in common was the constancy of the size of the 
checkerboard. Because of this it took the 
painters in general a long time to discover 
that Alberti 's construction could be adapted 
to their purpose by simply anchoring the pic
ture plane to the checkerboard in such a way 
that the bottom line of their picture coincided 
with the near transverse edge of the checker
board, and that once this was done the only 
measurements they required were those rep
resenting ( 1) the dimensions of the checker-



board, ( 2) the distance between the observer 
and the near side of the checkerboard, and 
( 3) the height of his eye above it, that is, 
three measurements which were so fixed and 
obvious in Alberti's particular operation that 
he forgot even to mention two of them. This 
anchored position of the picture plane is that 
actually illustrated in the photographs of our 

model. 
IV. 

On turning from Alberti to Viator, we find 
another construction, which, as pointed out 
above, has precisely the same results as that 
of Alberti. Thanks to The Pierpont ~!organ 
Library it is possible to give in an appendix a 
facsimile of Viator's French text, which seem~ 
not to have been reprinted in modern times. 
Because of the light that they throw upon 
Durer Viator's schematic diagrams are here 
reproduced from the Nuremberg piracy. 

As Viator acknowledges in his last para
graph, his diagrams are of much greater im
portance than his text, and for their under
standing require not so much words as a sense 
for the business in hand. His text, however, 
is interesting, because it contains in all prob
ability the first printed references to the 
ground plane, the horizon line, and the "tiers 
points" from which his system got its name 
of three-point perspective. The most impor
tant single statements in his text are those in 
which he says that his center point and his two 
distance points are located on a line at the 
level of the eye, and that his two distance 
points are "equedistans du suiect: plus pro
chains en presente, et plus esloignez en dis
tant veue." As otherwise his words add very 
little to the analysis we have to make, we shall, 
to save time, confine ourselves to his diagrams. 

Just as Alberti, in his text, starts off with a 
series of rationalizations of his actual opera
tion and then proceeds to describe his opera-

tions in terms of his rationalizations, so Viator 
follows the same procedure in his drawings. 
He begins with two theoretical explanatory 
constructions and ends with the three simpli
fied diagrams of his actual working construc
tion- thereby, like the writers both of detec
tive stories and of studies like this, reversing 
his actual order of work and telling the story 
of his discoveries backwards. 

The typical working diagram for Viator's 
construction is his third woodcut (fig. 26). 

Wt> are familiar with this, as still further sim

plified. in figure 2 1 (see alsop. 15 ). It has been 
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suggested that this diagram, or construction, 
possibly represents a tradition or method that 
had been in use among the French masons of 
the late Middle Ages and early Renaissance, 
but, so far as I have been able to discover, no 
specific reasons for this conjecture have been 
adduced. It may well be based simply upon 
Viator's textual use of several terms that 
formed part of the French masons' vocabulary 
-a species of argument that if applied to the 
present study would result in the charming 
disco\'ery that it represents a tradition among 
American carpenters. 

Often as it has been pointed out that Al
berti's and Viator's constructions give iden
tical final results, it seems to have been con
sidered that in its simplified form (as in fig . 
2 1 ) Viator's construction is mud1 more ab
stract than Alberti's, and that therefore it rep
resents a much more considerable effort of 
geometrical imagination and knowledge than 
Alberti's does. I ha\e nowhere met any sug-



gestion as to how it might have had its origin 
in an operation, as distinct from the geom
eter's theorems and analysis. It would seem, 
however, that it may well have evolved from 
a simple mechanical operation. If we again 
revert to the use of a model, this will be ap
parent - as 'vill also be the fact, which seems 
not to have been mentioned hitherto. that in 
spite of its apparent unlikeness to the con
struction of Alberti the construction of Via
tor represents the same series of operations 
with but one very slight modification. 

If we may predicate that Viator, a much 
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traveled and intelligent man, hearing or 
learning that Alberti, as the Vita anonyma 
says (see p. 16 above), "showed these things 
through a tiny opening that was made in a 
little closed box," himself began to experi
ment, much as we have done, there will be no 
difficulty in working out a way by which he 
might have discovered his particular con
struction. As we have seen, Alberti, by work
ing with a model such as that which we have 
used, could well have discovered the costru
zione legiuima by merely swinging his tem
plet against the side of his box in such a 
position that its two lower corners came in 
contact with the corners of the checkerboard. 
In doing this the templet was swung as though 
it were a door hinged to the side of the box in 
such a way that its two lower points could 
coincide either with the two corners of the 
checkerboard nearest the eyehole or with the 
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two corners of the checkerboard next to one 

side of the box. 
Viator, using a similar apparatus, could 

have achieved his particular construction by 
revolving his templet on its apex as a pivot 
rather than by swinging it around on its per
pendicular edge as a hinge. As revolved in 
this manner, and not swung, its appearance 
and relationships are shown in our photo
graph, figure 22, in which, to make the matter 
more obvious, several of the unimportant 
strings have been omitted. Comparison of 
this photograph with the preceding simplified 
schematic diagram (fig. 21) shows that this 
abstract geometrical construction is, like the 
costruzione legittima of Alberti, very little 
more than a childishly na·ive picture of some
thing that can actually be seen in a simple 
model. 

By revolving his templet about its apex, 
Viator kept that apex in its original position, 
directly above the center of the near edge of 
the checkerboard, while Alberti, by swinging 
his templet doorwise about a perpendicular 
edge, moved the apex of the templet- away 
from its original position to one directly above 
the center of an orthogonal edge of the check
erboard, and thus left only the hinge edge of 
the templet in its original position perpendic
ular to the near edge of the checkerboard. 
This shift in the position of the apex of the 
templet explains why it is that although the 
crucial distance between the near edge of the 
checkerboard and the observer is measured 
off, in Viator's scheme, from the apex of the 
templet, or center point, in the costruzione 
legiuima it is measured off from the perpen
dicular- for each of them, apex and perpen
dicular, in its particular construction, stanch 
for the near edge of the checkerboard. It wa~ 
because Diirer did not clearly understand this 
basic operational difference between the two 
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FIG. 2 3. WOODCUT OF VIA TOR'S LIVING ROOM 



systems that he came to grief in his own per

spective scheme. 
Whether or not Viator's solution of the 

problem was worked out first by Viator him
self or by some artist, builder, or craftsman, 
there is, of course, no way of knowing. It is 
quite possible that Alberti, while working 
with his model, may have discovered it, and 
also that he discarded it for his other discov
ery of the costruzione legittima, because this 
latter, by enabling him to draw the pictures 
he needed in the correct sizes and at the cor
rect heights on the several slides of his model, 
made it possible for him to make his academic 
"demonstrations" of his theory about the 
pyramid or cone of vision and its cross sec
tions. 

To return to Viator's diagTammatic illus
trations: Just as he revolved his templet (in
stead of swinging it against the side of his 
box), so in his first diagram ( f1g. 24), intent 
on theory or rationalization, he represented 
at the bottom of a pyramid of vision, the circle 
which was the trace o( the two lower points o( 
his templet as it revolved about its axis (the 
apex of the pyramid being the apex of his 
templet and the perpendicular the axis) . His 
second diagram (fig. 2 5) shows the same 
pyramid, but with its bottom tilted back as 
seen in perspective. His third diagram (fig. 
26) is a schematic simplification of his sec
ond. His remaining diagrams (figs. 27, 28, 

and 29) are no more than various applica
tions of the construction arrived at in his third 
diagram. His third diagram, however, was 
the all-important one -and it is only a slight 
amplification of our figure 2 1, which, as we 
have seen, is little more than a nai:ve picture 
of what Viator might have seen when he 
looked into a model. Thus the order in which 
Viator undoubtedly worked out his diagrams 
was not that in which he printed them in his 

book, but something much more like this: 
first our figure 2 1, next his third, then his sec
ond, and last of all his abstract and theoretical 
first diagram. 

To anyone who is familiar with fifteenth
century and early sixteenth-century pictures, 
and especially with the book illustration of 
that time, the first sight of a copy of the De 
artificiali perspectiva1 in either the original 
Toul edition of 1505 or the Nuremberg pi
racy, comes with a sort of a shock. The many 
pictures of known buildings with which Via
tor exemplified his perspective method are so 
clear, so reasonable, so just, that they are 
wholly out of tune with anything that had 
been done before them or that was done for 
a long time afterwards. Such a sudden step 
across the centuries into a completely modern 
system o( pictorial organization and point of 
view can hardly have happened on any other 
occasion. Diirer's Saint Jerome in His Study 
(B. 6o) of 1 5 11 is a portrayal of an interior 
that is famous for its mastery of perspective. 
but as com.pared with Viator's representation 
of his o·wn living room, published nine years 
earlier at Toul and five years earlier at 
Nuremberg, it gives no feeling of space and 
no visual comfort. Where we can believe 
Viator's picture with our eyes as a truthful 
report of something that had an actual exist
ence, our attitude towards Di.irer's engraving 
is that with which we listen to a charming but 
obviously impossible fairy tale, in which there 
is no reasonability and no hard fact. Our re
production of the woodcut of Viator's living 
room (fig. 2 3) is made not from the Toul 
original but (rom Georg Glockenton's coarse 
copy that was published at Nuremberg. It is 
presumably the same as that which appeared 
in the original edition of the Nuremberg 
piracy five years before Diirer in that same 
town gave his Saint Jerome to the world. 



FIG. 24. VIATOR'S FIRST DIAGRAM 

FIG. 25. VIATOR'S SECOND DIAGRAM 

FIG. 26 . VIATOR 'S THIRD DIAGRAM 



v. 
It has been said that Alberti's great discov
ery was that the picture plane was a perpen
dicular cross section of the cone of vision, 
but there is reason to believe that possibly it 
was something more and other than that. 
Until Alberti's time the problem seemingly 
had been confined to a simple two-term re
lation between the beholder and the single 
object, in which the beholder saw only the 
object and no one saw the beholder. So long 
as the problem was confined to a particular 
object as seen through the beholder's eyes 
it remained strictly insoluble, because the be
holder, like John who had hold of the bear's 
tail, could not stand off and survey the sit
uation. Alberti's great stroke of genius lay 
in his practical realization that the problem 
was not to be solved by thinking only about 
the bear as seen through John's eyes, but that 
what Henry and Thomas saw from the side 
lines had to be brought into consideration. 
In doing this Alberti discarded an insoluble 
two-term relation and took on a series of re
lations with enough terms to permit of its 
solution. In other words Alberti discovered 
that, pictorially at least, form and position 
were functions of each other, and thus were 
relative and not constant, and also that there 
could be no statement of position in three
dimensional space in anything short of a 
three- or four-term relation. This again is 
merely another way of saying that by adopting 
a particular geometrical convention Alberti 
was able to substitute something that was 
rational and objective for something that was 
irrational and subjective. By getting Henry 
and Thomas to make diagrammatic state
ments of what they saw from their respective 
positions on the side lines, Alberti came into 

possession of the diagrams reproduced in fig
ures 8- 15. He told how he correlated these 

various statements in that portion of his text 

analyzed on pages 22 - 25 of this paper. One 
of the ways in which it may have been discov
ered that the different statements could all be 
made in one single diagram has been ex
plained on page 1 g of this paper. Later on 
Viator achieved identical final results by pro
ceeding in a slightly different way, as has been 
shown on page 28 of this, paper. 

The solutions of the perspective problem 
that are associated with the names of Alberti 
and Viator were based upon the simplest kind 
of practical ingenuity, and in some respects 
were little more than clever carpenter's work. 
The two solutions were full of implicit math
ematical relationships, but the men who used 
them were content with them as easy con
trivances that worked. The mathematical 
analysis of the perspective problem, and of the 
special variety of geometry that was implicit 
in Alberti's novel method of projection and 
section, seems to have been first undertaken, 
just about two hundred years after Alberti 
wrote his treatise , by Desargues, who utilized 
an assumption by which parallel lines concur 
at a point at infinity (see p. 11 above). 

As a result of the work of Desargues and his 
nineteenth-century followers, there has been 
developed out of the Albertian perspective 
construction what is possibly the most gener
alized discipline of geometrical thought. The 
ordinary pictorial perspective diagram of to
day, while retaining the outward form of 
Viator's construction, is customarily ex
plained in terms of this branch of higher 
mathematics- that is to say, in terms which 
are so rarely understood that the actual prac
tice of perspective is merely the routine of a 
memorized prescription. In modern perspec
tive. the "vanishing point" is the name for the 
"projection" on the "picture plane" of the 
"point at infinity" at which the group of "or-
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FIGS. 27- 29. VIATOR'S FOURTH, FIFTH, AND SIXTH DIAGRAMS 



thogonal lines" "converges." The modern 
vanishing point is thus a matter of highly 
technical definition. It is not only completely 
foreign to the renaissance idea of the center 
point, which, as we have seen, was merely the 
operational name for a particular aspect of 
the observer's eye, but it is based upon an as
sumption completely foreign to the basic as
sumption of classical geometry that parallel 
lines could never meet no matter how far ex
tended. Such "questions," therefore, as: "Did 
the ancients know the vanishing point?" are 
strictly comparable to such other "questions" 
as: "Did the ancients know the square root of 
minus one?" Both the vanishing point and 
the square root of minus one exist only by 
virtue of assumptions and definitions first 
made long after the ancients had ceased to 
exist. Thus when learned classical scholars 
translate "obscurum acumen coni" as "the 
vanishing point of a cone," they not only 
make nonsense of Lucretius's sensiiJle words 
but impute to him their own misunderstand
ing of definitions and technical terms with 
which he could not possibly have been ac
quainted. 

VI. 

Di.irer's prominence as an artist, the wide per
vasion of his books and prints, and especially 
the fame and popularity of his theoretical 
writings, justify us in looking at his actual ac
complishment in perspective as closely as pos
sible. Durer certainly was familiar with the 
linear appearance of Alberti's diagram, and 
possibly even with Alberti's account of his 
method. In spite of what has been accepted 
as fact by practically all the commentators, I 
personally cannot believe that Di.irer was un
acquainted with Viator's diagrams, which 
were published in the Nuremberg piracy of 
Viator's book in 1509. That piracy, we must 
not forget, was the most important book on 
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the subject of Di.irer's predilection printed in 
Durer's home town prior to the publication of 
his own book in 1525. That he should not 
have seen and known it is utterly incompre
hensible except at the cost of his reputation 
for being really interested in its subject. .\ 
set of later impressions of the very rare wood
cuts for the Nuremberg piracy is in the Print 
Room of the l\Ietropolitan l\I useum, but the 
text that should accompany them is unfortu
nately lacking. These woodcuts are coarse but 
schematically perfect copies of those in the 
original French edition of 1505. As we have 
just seen, Viator's woodcuts contain the gist 
of his matter, and so any possible stupidities 
in the text that accompanied the pirated 
copies of them can hardly constitute an excuse 
for any failure to understand them on the 
part of a great man with a great reputation as 
a scientific thinker. 

The difficulty that Di.irer had with the per 
spective systems of his two predecessors was 
doubtless due to his failure to understand the 
operational bases from which they had been 
evolved. In all likelihood it was the opera 
tiona} basis of Alberti's system that Di.irer 
wanted so much to learn about during his sec 
ond Italian trip - and that he never cliclleal'll 
about. 'Vhen we come to look at the cele
brated diagram 59 in Di.irer's Untent•eysung 

der 1\iessung and his attempted explanation 
of its construction, we shall see that he came 
to grief precisely in those places where his pre 
decessors were not explicit about what the) 
were doing. 

vVhere Alberti had a model containing a 
checkerboard, Diirer had a cube standing on 
a square surface. and his problem was to rep
resent in perspective the shadow cast by the 
cube on the square surface. Before he could 
throw either his cube or its shadow into per· 
spective he felt that he had to throw the square 



surface itself into perspective. For practical 
purposes this last problem was identical with 
the problems of both Alberti and Viator, but 
it was so differently expressed and was under
taken with such a different purpose that the 
identity was perhaps not as obvious as it might 
have been. 

Durer had two methods of arriving at his 
picture of the cast shadow, one longer and 
more complicated, the other shorter and eas
ier. This easier one was his celebrated 
"nahere weg," as he called it, and the one on 
which his fame as a master of the theory of 
perspective is based. Di.irer's text of this, in 
so far as it deals with the projection of the 
square surface on which his cube rested, is 
given at the bottom of this page1n in a fac
simile from the 1538 edition of his Unter

weysung de1 Messung. His diagram 59 is re
produced as figure 30. 

In h is description of his nahere weg Di.irer 
starts with a transverse line drawn across hi., 
paper. A li ttle above the left end of this and 

parallel to it he draws another line g f of the 
same length as the edge of the square surface 
to be projected in perspective. Above the line 
g f he indicates a near point of sight ( "ein 
nahet aug") with an eye, placing it at the 
same distance above that line that it occupied 
in one of the diagrams for his more compli
cated construction (none of ·which is here re
produced) -which was anywhere that he 
wanted to put it. From this near point of 
sight he draws lines to the points g and f. In 
this wa) he has indicated the near side of the 
squa1e surface as seen in perspective and the 
directions of the two orthogonal sides. His 
remaining problem is where and how to draw 
Ius lounh sicle. Off to the right, and at the 
same height as the near point of sight above 
his transYel·se line. he indicates a second point 
of '>ight ("ein ander aug") by drawing an
other eye. but this time placing it in the head 
of a man who stands with his feet on the trans
verse line. The distance at ·which this second 
point of sight is set off is the same as in Di.irer's 

(I g)~ 
~mac~ wtr ;d) burcr,·e~(anbtrm mb ntljtm ~tg taltld2 N$ ~t6tfd)ti6tn blna abiltf'ol 
ftn;in Da& gtmd term p:tngtn. ~urcr, tin folcf2tn we g • 

.Ctg llber ;wercr, dn Uni {n bet ttng btr fo:igen.t.f.g.~.bt& forbcren aufjgdognm grunl>tt!blt bet 
an ffat ciner gefimm tbntn illt mnD ftQ tin na~ aug aufbtr ftittn ob Dcr lint .f. ll'it Nnn ba& fo: 
aufbem puncfttn bt& aug& btrfmlQUnitn fkt b~ Dem foz btf~tibm bt~. 

e5o b"e ~ema~t ifl afe bann kU~ auO biftm aug !wo gcrab Unt an 6cbc ort btr nil>cr gdtgttn 
fini.t.f.~.6.Dic macben tlnDen ;tuc~td' lbnb l)cr flcruna flnb D:e~ ~itcn gemac~t bit tlitrtdtt abgt~ 
~otcn foUen ftin. ~un muff bu bit ~nbtr ftiten Wifftn ~u ma~n tll'icljodHlt "6trlic~ ~t~l I) a& 
finb affo. (~ttf dn anDcr aug auf bit ftitttn in ~tr wc~tc wit bae 6~ btm ~: 6tfc~2t~nm grunb Pet 
a~tr gfc~c~ in Dtr ~oc~ wit Daene~er aug.aug .Daftm aug ;eucf) ;wo gerab fanten an beDt o:t bcr ftlr~ 
gtfcgttn lint en.. ~a mad) rc~O ttn aufrecr,ttfrnt.aa.66.btt bat} fo:btr tcf an rllrt/Wo bann bif( auf, 
rccf)t tint abfd;ntt'btl bit fang ffrt~m tini bit aug bcm ~terem aug tn ben fpttJtgm ll'tnd'd ~ogm 
~~ tn ben vuncfttn ft~.cc. auv bifem puncfttn.cc.~tuc~n ;wcrcf1 par ~tnt burc~ btc ~""' ffrtt)m fini, 
m Die ~a aug btm na6ttttnaug auf bit ;wt~ oobtrcn o:t btr ~wtr~lini btr fitrung !ogtn flnb.wo 
l>vnn bit flrc.,m fintm ~rd, fcf)nibtn werbtnJba mac~tn flt ;w~ tdtaffo tfl bifc getfmtlt~nt rt~ 
a6gtfl~lentgf~ toft bit foz gemac~tJl)arumb 6dr~c~ auc~ irtlitr tel mtt bm t{tr bufla~tn.t.f.B 
Ji.wit ~it fo:tn tm crflcn gct~n if!. ~iV ~6 ic~ ~icna~ alfoanfgerilftnltt ic~ wt~ttr get. 
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more complicated construction. In his de
scription of his more complicated construc
tion Durer says that he puts the second point 
of sight as far from the square surface as he 
likes ("so weyt ... als ich will" ). The dis
tance of this second point of sight is thus set 
with absolute arbitrariness. Having indi
cated his second point of sight he says that he 
draws lines from it to the points g and f. (He 
actually only draws the line to the point g.) 
This done he says that he draws a perpendicu
lar line aa bb, ·which touches the near corner 
("die das £order eck an rurt") , that is, at f, 
but which in his diagram actually stands off to 
the right of f. Finally from the point cc, 
where this perpendicular cuts the line be
tween the second point of sight and the point 
g, he draws a transverse line parallel to the 
line g f. At the points where this line cuts the 
lines from the near point of sight to g and f 
he puts the letters hand e. The line he is the 
missing fourth side of his projected square. 

In proceeding in this way Di.i.rer sets off his 
second point of sight "so weyt als ich will," 
but without saying from what point its dis
tance was measured off, whether from the near 
point of sight or the point f. It is important 

g6 
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FIG. go. DURER's 

to notice that he sets off this second point of 
sight before he erects any perpendicular. This 
would have been in accordance with Alberti's 
method of procedure within the confines of 
his box with its fixed, constant positions of 
eyehole and checkerboard, its shifting, vari
able position of slide or templet, and the vari
able size and position of the picture on the 
slide. But it was wrong when working on a 
piece of paper, as Durer did, with shifting, 
variable positions of eye and checkerboard, 
and constant position of the picture plane at 
the near edge of the checkerboard. If Durer 
measured the second point of sight off from 
the near point of sight, then his perpendicu
lar, far from being of any help to him, was 
only a very disturbing element of confusion 
and error, because when the construction is 
based on the distance between the two points 
of sight, the true geometrical diagram is that 
shown in figure 2 1, which is the construction 
of Viator and contains no perpendicular. If 
he measured his distance off from the point f, 
he ·would have had to use one or the other of 
two ways of carrying that distance up to the 
central line (which Diirer actually omits ) 
from the ground line, on which the point f 



DIAGRAM 59 

lies. He could have drawn a perpendicular 
through the point f and taken his measure
ment from the point at which the perpendicu
lar cut the central line, as in figure ;~ 1. But 

FIG. 3 I 

FIG. 32 

this he did not do, because he located his sec
ond point of sight before he erected his one 
perpendicular. The only other way was to 

measure his distance from the point f along 
the ground line and then transfer it to the cen
tral line by erecting another perpendicular 

that cut the central line at the proper place, as 
in figure :r~. But this form of construction re
quires two perpendiculars, a first one to deter
mine the position of the second point of sight, 
and then another through the point J, to be 
used in determining the height of the fourth 
<;ide of the projected square. As Diirer's de
scription and his diagram contain only one 
perpendicular it is obvious that his construc
tion was not made in this way. 

Further than this it is interesting to note 
that Diirer did not in fact draw his one per
pendicular through the point f but off to one 
side of it (in a position which logically should 
have required the drawing of the line, omitted 
by Diirer in his sketch, from the second point 
of sight to the point f) ; and that he put the 
feet of his observer on the lo·wer transverse 
line (the gTound line) instead of on the plane 
of his square surface, and thereby introduced 
t"·o unreb.tecl ground lines into his diagram. 
As pat t of this last error he made the lower 
left-hand corner of his construction like figure 

34· when, if he had really wanted to put his 
nm points of sight at the same height above 
his original gTotmd line, it should have been 

like figure %· Ec1ch of these several things in-
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troduced the gravest error into his final re
sults. 

As Di.irer's only perpendicular was erected 
after the placing of his second point of sight, 

FIG. 34 FIG. 35 

it is fair to assume that when and if he meas
ured the distance of his second point of sight, 
he measured it from his near point oE sight, 
which was the only point on his lacking cen
tral line available for the purpose prior to the 
erection of any perpendicular. 

It is usually said, in spite of the various pub
lications of Viator's method, at Toul, at 
Strassburg, and even at Nuremberg, during 

G& 
FIG. 33· DURER'S 

Durer's lifetime, that Durer knew nothing 
about that method. But it may be that here 
is evidence that he did know about it; for his 
procedure up to the moment of the erection 
of his perpendicular is Viator's and not Al
berti's. By first making Viator's construction, 
and then by interjecting Alberti's perpendic
ular into it, and finally by attempting to take 
the height oE the fourth side oE his projected 
square from the point where this perpendicu
lar was cut by the line from his second point 
of sight to his point g) Diirer not only showed 
that he knew both and understood neither of 
his predecessors, but introduced a series of 
errors which goes far to explain the odd archi
tectural perspective of many of his woodcuts 
and engravings. \Vithout knowing it, by pro
ceeding in this way he shortened the actual 
distance o( his second point oE sight from the 
near side oE his square by the distance be-



DIAGRAM 61 

tween his near point of sight and his perpen
dicular, and thus succeeded in getting a "pho
tographic wide angle" distortion into his per

spective renderings. 
If we remember how the minds of school

boys and other bewildered people work, we 
get another hint about Diirer's possible 
knowledge of Viator as well as of Alberti in 
the fact that in all the constructions in his 
Unterweysung he places his near point of 
sight very close to his perpendicular. Had he 
known only Alberti, or only Viator, he would 
not have needed to do this and could have put 
his near point of sight out in the middle of 
his picture where it would have been most 
useful to him. But, being acquainted with 
the systems of both his predecessors and un
derstanding neither, he was able to reconcile 
them only by the expedient of placing his near 
point of sight as nearly as possible in the one 

theoretical position where there was little or 
no practical difference between them. It hap
pens (see p. 14 above and fig. 36) that when 
the perpendicular and one of the lines from 
the near point of sight to the base line coin-

cide there is no ostensible difference between 
the constructions of Alberti and Viator. Thus 
by drawing the constructions in his book with 
the near point of sight very close to the per
pendicular. Diirer played safe in the one gen
eral position where the error caused by his 
confusion of the two systems was the least 
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troublesome. He used this position in many 
of his woodcuts, and notably in his engraving 
of Saint Jerome in His Study (B. 6o ). While 
this enabled him to satisfy his pedantic yearn
ing for theoretical correctness, it forced him 
to place his vanishing point away off towards 
the edge of his picture in a position, which, 
when emphasized by his "wide angle" distor
tion, has the effect of making any picture so 
constructed appear, in a subtly disturbing 
way, as though it were only half a picture. 
This peculiarity of construction is so familiar 
in Durer's work that it may almost be thought 
of as one of his distinguishing characteristics 

as an artist. 
We have examined with some care Durer's 

diagram 59, in which he takes the first step 
towards the solution of his problem of how to 
throw into perspective the shadow cast by a 
cube resting on a square surface. Let us now 
pass on to his diagram 61 (our fig. 33 ), in 
which he gives his complete answer to the 
whole problem. This diagram is a cumulative 
one, purporting to contain all the construc
tional steps taken from the beginning of the 
problem to the end of it. In so far as the per
spective of the square surface is concerned, 
therefore, it should be exactly like his dia
gram 59· But this is not the case, for here 

Durer clearly and definitely throws his square 
surface into perspective by Viator's method, 
finding the height of the fourth side of his 
square by the point where the line from his 
near eye to the point f intersects the line from 
his second eye to the point g. The Albertian 
perpendicular is there, to be sure, but it is 
sheer surplusage, serving absolutely no con
structional purpose ·whatever. That useless 
perpendicular is the fitting sign and proof of 
DUrer's quality as a thinker and geometrician. 
It is learned, it complicates matters, and, ex
cept in so far as it shows that Durer did not 
understand what he was about, it is devoid of 

meanmg. 
DUrer's next diagram is reproduced as our 

figure 37. Having been added to the second 
edition of his UnterweysungJ it does not bear 
one of the running numbers that were cut on 
the blocks for the first edition. The text of 
DUrer's explanation of it is given in the fac
simile below.20 In this he purports to tell us 
how to throw a point into perspective- but, 
characteristically, he makes a crucial error. In 
his diagram the picture plane, as determined 
by the three points, 0 1 a1 and b) intersects the 
ground plane along the axis a b 1 that is, at the 
side of the square furthest from the observer. 
To phrase this in terms of our model he has 

(20) 
cmtnu bu in tinem a6gt~olnm pf(Ul'cn dn punctcn finbtn "'ilt1 btt bir in tt)ntr rccf2ten fitrun~ 

falrgebm wtri'ttl Dem mu~ alfo tl}an/5~ dn recf2(e ficrung.a.b. c.D.alfo ~as.a.b.obcn bwcrct;o fC9 
o"ma~ (fQ bit abgcflo(ne fkrung.a.b.g.f.obcn an bte anbcr 1 "n· bas Jug bar5u fc~.o. bann feQ in 
bi~ rccfltefi~nm~ etncn_puncftm .c.wo bu ~n. roil~ !bamadl rd6 in Die ficrung rin o:t~rtc~.a.c.alfo 
rtt~d2 nn gltacflmtff.Qtn biamet<r.b.f.in bat abgtflolcn ficrung ;barnac~ rtiO au& ~em gcscbntn 
pun"m.c. n]nparaUdlmi"gegcn obn mit bcrfcittcn ber ficrung biO an bit ;werc~m .a.b.ba~in fcQ 
ttn.~.txtn oann ~dfj burcf2 bte a6gc~.olcn tfcrung dn g<ra~c fint gcgcn bcm Qug.o.biO an bic 3~"' 
dltn.f.g.ba f(Q nn.m.barna~ rttfjan bcr rcc~ten ficrung/ dn ~era be pa ralcUini au& bem puncttn 
.e.6aO an ben 9iamtttr .a .c. ba ~in fe[1.dn.i. uon Dann far mit cincr aufrccf2tcn padini biO an Die 
itMc()en.a b.ba ~n fcQ dn.f. ~n bann rc~p bu Dcr abgcflohun ficrung gcrab gcgen Dcm auq.o. &ip 
an bm o:t~ricf1.f.b.Da~in fcQ dn.l~n bann farparaUdcb .a.b.;wcrc~s an bit hni.~.m.ba ~tn feQ 
rin.n.~aj i~ ba Sf(unbm puncfr.in btr abgc~fncn fit rung. ""b fitt glcl)c~ meflig tn fcinem tc9(. 
wit l'lcr pun eft. c. tn bcr tmbcrcn reef2tm tferung/ ~ife fisur ~b jcf2 nac~folgct alfo auf gcriffm. 



placed his templet at the far instead of at the 
near side of the checkerboard. In this posi
tion of the templet it is impossible by its 
means to get a perspective image of the square 
and a point on it except on the supposition 
that the templet is not a templet but a mirror, 
in which case the projected image would of 
necessity be a mirror image, that is, a reversed 
image. DUrer, however, reverses one of his 
two diagonal co-ordinates, so that they no 
longer intersect as they should on the axis of 
his two planes. By so doing he gets the per
spective image n of his point e) not at the top 
of the projected square a b g f , as it should be 
in a mirror image, but at its bottom, where it 
could not possibly be located if his grouncl 
and picture planes intersect along the line a b. 
Because of the familiarity of various modern 
conventions of convenience on the drawing 
board this is rarely noticed. For DUrer sud
denly and knowingly to adopt a factually er
roneous convention merely because of its con
venience on the drawing board would be com
pletely out of character both for him and for 
his time. Not only does Di.irer nowhere in
dicate that he is actually resorting to such a 
convention in the making of this diagram, but 
such a convention would be in direct conflict 
with his correct statement in his description 
of his more complicated method (on leaf ii 
verso of the 1538 edition of the Unterwey

sung) that his picture plane is a transparent 
plane, or flat field, which cuts across the lines 
of sight ( "ein durchsichtiger planus oder eben 
feld der all streymlinien durchschneidet"). 

The effect of DUrer's misunderstanding of 
the meaning and use of the perpendicular and 

( 21) "Sara bene posto questo pun to, alto dalla linea 
che sotto giace nel quadrangolo non piu, che sia l'alteZ7a 
del huomo quale ivi io abbia a dipigniere; pero che cosi 
et chi vede et le dipinte cose vedute, pajono medesimo in 

su uno piano." Alberti , Janitschek's edition , p . 79· 

the two points of sight was frequently height
ened by his failure to obey Alberti's behest to 
place the center point (or, as DUrer called it. 
his near eye) at the height of the heads of the 

figures in the immediate foreground. 21 Far 
from doing this, he most frequently placed it 
well above them. This trick or device of a 
high center point, had Durer carried it out in 

FIG. 37 

a logical way, might have produced a point of 
view much like that utilized on occasion by 
such a modern master as Degas, but DUrer 
failed to be logical in his utilization of the 
high center point. This came about because 
of his failure to understand that when a pic
ture is made, everything in it, architecture, 
objects, and figures alike, needs to be repre
sented from one given point of view if the 
picture is to have any spatial homogeneity. 

Analysis of the prints in the Life of the Vir
gin, including those made both before and 
after Di.irer's Italian trip of 1506-I507, shows 
that while he habitually used a low center 
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point in sketching his single figures, it was 
also his habit to use a high center point in 
sketching or inventing his architecture. From 
this we learn how he went about building up 
his compositions. After he had finished his 
several sketches of the individual figures and 
of the architecture for a print he copied these 
sketches off pedantically onto his block - his 
architectural setting with its high center 
point and within that architectural setting, 
wherever he wanted them, his figures, each 
with its own particular low center point - in 
such a manner that his obvious, and so to say 
official, architectural center point had noth
ing whatever to do with his figures and their 
various undefined and low center points. The 
result was that although the architecture and 
each of the figures was possibly correct from 
its own special point of view, all but one of 
them was sadly incorrect from any single 
point of view. 

Vve find this same lack o( pictorial internal 
cohesiveness in Diirer's great show piece of 
perspective rendering. his engra\'ing of Saint 
.Jerome in His Study (B. 6o). If, in working 
out this picture, Diirer had followed the sim
ple rules of the game as laid down by either 
Alberti or Viator, he would not have got him
self involved in absurdity after absurdity. The 
top of the saint's table is of the oddest trap
ezoidal shape - certainly it is not rectangular. 
Neither is it level with the floor under it. 
l\Ioreover, the floor itself is not flat, for some
where between the table and the bench at its 
right it takes a sudden tilt and slides off in a 
new direction. The bench, if a correct pro
jection of it were actually to look like Diirer's 
picture of it, would have a shape that would 
astonish everyone, including Diirer himself. 
These oddities of shape were as carefully dis
guised or camouflaged by shading as was pos
sible. but anyone who cares to rule lines on a 
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photograph or reproduction of the engraving 
will find these and many more to keep them 

company. 
Our analysis of Di.irer's perspective theory 

and practice may perhaps help us to under
stand how it happens that, no matter what the 
apparent simplicity and straightforwardness 
of any of his pictures may be, we are alway'> 
aware that it contains or is based upon an 
elusive and tantalizing contradiction. \Vc 

have seen that his formal perspective construc
tion (the nahere weg) contains logical con
tradictions. It is obvious from his prints (e.g. 
the Saint Jerome in His Study, B. Go) that he 
did not understand that parallel lines in par
allel planes meet on the axis of intersection of 
those planes- a fact that follows immediately 
out of Alberti's and Viator's construction~. 
His studies of the proportions of the human 
body were not based upon anatomy (i.e . 
upon interior relations) but upon visuZ~l 

shapes in standardized locations (i.e. upon 
exterior relations) . Changes in the locations 
of his figures within the emphasized and most 
obvious perspective space of their architec
tural settings, that is, in their external rela
tionships, were not accompanied by the trans
formations o( their visual (or perspective ) 
shapes that are logically required if their in
terior relations are to remain invariant 
through changes in location. These distor
tions were coupled with the utmost realism 
in the delineation of forms as seen in locations 
which they but rarely occupy in his finished 
pictures. The consistency with which he car
ried out these various distortions amounts al
most to a methodical denial of the homogt'
neity of space. This fundamental contradic
tion of one of the great intuitive bases of ex
perience produces a subtle psychological 

malaise in the beholder of his work that. not 
being readily traceable to an obvious cause. is 



doubtless one of the principal reasons for the 
peculiar fascination that his work has always 
exercised over the minds of men. It may also 
be that this basic contradiction is responsible 
for the fact that so many students of Durer's 
work seem always to be working at some 
conundrum which, like the squaring of the 
circle, is incapable of solution.:!2 

(22) Just as it did not seem necessary to discuss Al
berti's famous perspective net so it does not seem neces
sary t_o discuss Diirer's even more famous but wholly im
practical mechanical aids to perspective. In each instance 
the basic theory is the important thing and that is set 
forth in the practical geometrical construction. If the 
present writer's memory is correct, for it is not a matter 
to waste time in verifying, the writers who have made 
most of the nets and other contraptions have also been 
thos<: who have come to greatest grief in their attempts 
to explain the geometrical wnstructions. 
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euurt bmant mis parfait/et bru par aucuns: leur a Cemblt eareretis 
Je tranfcrtre et interp:eter en bulaar: affin que Jes non dera/ ptttfent 
aulfr entenb:e le con tenu: et oultrtl que plnfmg; DtnUlt/q"e les perf 
fonnes cqut ne font que g:otremit cffo:mees)Detdfent auoir eflre en tic? 

rement poua1rattes: ~urquop /au pzemter point/ pour Ia caufe Ottel eli fattffatt 
c, ap:es: €t quant au fed toucbant Jes perfonnes1 elf af4noir/ que ainft ont efte 
tattes et Jaifees en botre ou ftmtlituoe tant feulemit/Oe inDuir1e et certai,ppos. 
pourpluffacile comp:ebenflon Defartitice: carlintition Duliur,ndt/queee aof 
apter es eDifices ou efpaces oefr§ne~ en tcellut/ou autre& tel~ quelon llolrat Jes 
granDeurs~ mtno:atlons en Olftance Oe(d perfonnes: ccome al di toucbte en Jar~ 
ticle J&~oanoe; bers le metlleu.)et no point Oefo:merparticQIJeremmt.lefd »fo~ 
nes. taqu elle tozmatro/et cefte pnrtae oe perfpecttue1ont Oiuerfes confioeratios/ 
fucceameaflt et June ap:cs I autre iteUagabfes:c bot ceae ooat eftre p:emter roceue. 
€tpar atnflcoesqueras Jes p~ic1pes Oela matiere( caries ooct, eteR'ersneCout 
a enfeigner;mats fait a ap.teno~eoeui~JcuefabttuoeoeJa mantcrep:opofec Ia 
poefte et oer,gnatron oes J '" eaauens oefi5 perfonnes/tcllrs ou autres qu11 platra/ 
fe peut toufiours comp~eno:e:faire et e'p:imerl quant il plata JZaquelle coaafifie 
en otmifions arifmetrales et ooctrtne oefd matires eft come autres fecre; oe tart 
ptcto:ale c~ot Jes itar, tainent Ia palme)auec e~cerctce be beue actud,..obfiJura? 
ttonparmeCuree/ ainfi qud ell contenu on oeuantoatarttclelpeu Deuantla fan: 
~c(ence oe argu~ ettngenteu,t entenoemmslque les ~rans t J)aul~ efpms ontl 
toufiours cet merttement) amp Ieete et ma1nifie/ enfemble Jes part at; arttncs 
Oicelle: rep:efentans Jes cbofes pafl'res 'abfentes;come inllantes etp:efentes:et 
beues/CO!JnOCcibles au p:emter re§art:telles qua retentr les fpeculans:eaeuer et 
tnouuoir co:ages a bertu et otutne actton/aomtrataonlrt beneotction: folacier et 
releuer Jes en up; oe Ia bie bumatne/ et arures cbo(es Oefirables fatre t1 e~imer: 
jftnalment(pour rep:enou Jep:opos)amables 1 e.-timablestcome anfi ton, per1 
fpecteurs et operateurs oe cbofes e~cellentes et OilJnts. 

7ee perfpectiua poflttua compenoiii 
2lb.te!Jie oe perfpectiue poftttue. 

L:r .1funbamentis: ~uanton betdte~tfieron comence.a~~fonbemms: en 
p. ap:es/ on o:e«e ou ballill res nmra.dl~s !t ~o:ps ~leo, flee: et confequeml 
mention appofele toict rt couuerture.~tn~ couaent ~aare en Ia pzefente matre~e: 
31 fault p~emter auotr co§nottrance ~s P'inpes: 6t lCeul~ entrnb~/fo, apphqr 
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a Ia maniere ~ep:oce~er a berotper. et fiuablement re e.rcercer a pourtraireet 
fi!JUrer artificialmit les cbofes beues ou conceues. ~uant au,r p21nctpee1 it eft 
perfpect et oeoutt par fprculattons Depbitofopbes/ que toutes cbgfett font beues 
rime parliBnesp:ocebes~ lueii/Jtdfaft'auotrparletriagle:)u quellabafl'edt 
Ia cbofe beue a Con otametre otfcourtlpar Ia motion~ luetl/fur les parties Dice lie 
cbofe beue: ~outefot; lumiere ne iff pas~ Iueth mats 14 darte e~terio~e cbeant 
en tceUutJreftecte/comnaeoun mlrotr aroent:parquellerdlectton lesro:mrs oes 
cbofes font concrues 1 app:ebmbees. ~efquellesfo:mes/la Oefignatiuectfigu~ 
ratiue e,p:etrionlelt ~rtuee ou point: lequel C cob ten que foit tnotuibu) eft euolue 
eullgne et en liJJnes:ooutfigures font compofees/ par lefquelles/ auecpotnts/et 
telles ltgnes/la boy e au ptopos eft ouuerte. 

'<\~nctnsp:tndpalis: Bepointp:incipal en pn-fpectine ~oiteareconllttue 
Vet aflts au nyueJlu be lueih lequel poit eft appelle ft,r/ou fublect.en ap:esl 
bne llgnepzobuitcet tiree l)es ~ru~ pars Oubitpoint: eten icellehgneboluet eftre 
frgne~ oeu~ aurres points/equel)iffans ou fubiect: plus p:ocbains en pzefente/ et 
plus eaoigne; en blftant beue:lcfquel; font appdle; tiers points. et en iceneu~ 
gne peut on fa ire autres poits/ on il eaberra app:ea tr eDifice~ plufeurs angles/ 
ou autre cbofe be otuerfe fr'tuatto.;lraquelle ligne dl appellee ptramibale: car les 
angles ou pointes oes pi ram toes (Oont cp aptes ffra I) it) font bebut; Des points 
en icelle conllitue;. et eft aufl'i appellee o:t;ontale: car elle moll:re le foleil o:~itl 
et le abfcoutr occioent:et toufiours a beque en paretlle baulteur lueil oe lome/ ou 
qnil monte t~ fe trafpoue: Cotta Ia fumtuite ~ baulte tour lou nu plus eaeue mont 
quifott. Zl queUe baulteur Ia e.rtremiteet~terre/etrr n1er1 reno it toufiours ter~ 
Uliner: fep!ufbaults tnonts/entremoyens/ne font oblect;. 

O €inbe: € n ap:es/ bne ftutre ligue plusbalTe/ re bot t atreoir 1 qui fappdle 
Jigue terre:€t en icdle(fe'Ott p~etenb fureriger ebifice;ou coceuor raifon ~ 

quelque ntmenfion) bifpofer auecle compas/aptemct ouuert;poits parti;:plust 
ott tnoins: felon loppoztuntte ou p:opos couceu. €t en befotgnatfnnlt bfer oaul 
tres points/ necefl'atres a lapp:dr bes cbofes:qui ne font pas cp oeflgne;: mats 
feront mantfefte; par les ftgures, 

'('"\~ures quoq;: et plufeurs autres !ignes font a tirer: #:)efquelles toutes 
.V ptrans Des poi ts coattue; en Ia hgne plnuntbale/generahilt fot appellees 
rabaales.car elles pzoceDent biceul~ potnts/comme les rat; pzocebent bu foleil ou 
nes eltoilles. ~pecialment touteffot~/les lignes latcrales oes ptramines/ font 
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uomees biCuales:trnotis le rubied m perfpectiue: et les moimnes bicelles Capel~ 
lent Diametrales/ cell aoire Jes btutfdns en ~u~ pties equales. Quit au,r lianes 
feruans au~ arremblemens et aounattons trs eOtftceslfotent otretes ou perpen; 
Diculatreslelles nont point autres noms. 

E 1gurarum autem: ill'luat au~fi6ures1Jes bnes font mtCes pour elemits/ 
Jes autres pour e.reples/ou inDuctiues De befoi~Jner en plufgranDes. ~ais 

cp eft faitemencion Decelles qut font mafespour elements. ~outeslefquellest 
p:oceOent lr Ia fperrque: ,!tar le trtan61f/et le quaD:igle ( qut p:tnclpalmit feruet 
a fa perfpecttue)font ocour) et tuatfa e; par icelle. ~uquel trfangle p:ocelrnt les 
piramiDes:qut ont f(milltulle oe ftime De feu:far~Je par bas;et acue en ~ault:, fe 
peuent toutes et cbiines Jefd piramtoes/ fatre pluslarges/ou plusdirottes: plus 
lon~,tueslou plusb:eues:et autresflgurerlpour et felonle.ri§euceDeseuuers quo 
emp:eno:a :!.Car a Ia glfant a oe~treiCe fait fa contratre a Ia feneare:~ frmblablel 
met a Ia peuoente.€t toutes pinunaoes/en quelque maniere que foietfattes/coJ 
courentltt befoignent enfetllble/,onle les lrttres:et leurs angles ou polntes natff 
Cent Des points affigne~ en Ia ligne piramioale: e~cepte Ia pointe~ la piramitr 
fi§nee on pfnulttme heu: laqllc tU DcDtHte oun potnt conrect en lair.et fll fault 
l)atlleurs oeoutre antt·es plramroes/ ce enfelgnera Ia fpeculatton oes cbofes quo 
boloza fainOzedEa pzemlere fcgurelfapelle trlgoneou tru'igle:la feconbelpiramtl 
ll' o:o1te: Ia tr'erceleut'rfe: Ia quarte/gifant: Ia quinte/~uble: Ia fe~te/Oiffufe: Ia 
fcptimelbico:ne on coznue:la octauelpenoente: Ia neufien1e1aereate: Ia oa~teme/ 
tetra gone ou tctrangle: ~&ar Jrquelles efpaces Dep&ngenoes/ font a orfpofer:ou 
parpauementfutute:ou(fe au~cbofesquon bolozafainO!elou a lo:oonnanceDi1 
cdlesltl Cera necetfain) pur ~iltances oarcretes. 

a Eteruttt. . en oultrrlla Oiuer(i te l)e~ regars oes cbofes. obiettes eft touG 
iours a cof10erer:mefmnmnt oe fOtflces. tear on Jes bott Oefrontlou par 

langle.t.Ceft aoire par oeuant, ou par le coign. ~ les peut on beoir equllateralmit 
ou inequilateralmit:et oe ra·ege com union eaeue.et(conJetl a eae toucble ~r«us) 
be p:efente/ cu oittante beue. et en ftatuit ou aaeant pfonnes efd eOificeslfauit 
aoequer ou confo:mer leur quantlte a Ia tnagntturr orceulpaffrn q toutes cbofes 
aptemcnt coulcnnet/et reoolcnt ou rep:efentent .-nouarie artifrcaale. 

a ~buc notanDum ea: €nco: ra a notea-quc cbofeon mattnitubebtfible 
C qtn di Ia matiere oe cea art)ea aucuneffoi; rrJJaroeepour dire conceue et 
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compd(e etttierement: et lots le ~iatuett·e be Ia piramioe ou ta·iatt§fe.bi(uall cbet 
O:oitement furtcelle cbofe: gucuneffoi; eftregarnee!pour que lune partie fott 
plufattentement intuiten pameue: et lo:s lenituttetre ne Ia ptramibe dt couerti 
a icellepartle:ceme legudleoun bo:ologe Oit quabtanttfeplerre Dapmant fReir~ 
cumnuit. ):)uque!ppos le~etttple appert par Je tetra gone cp ap:es p:emier tuis: 
erect tl eaeue: lequel qui tout enfemble regarnera/ ~u p:emter p:optls hlr§umetu 
et coceptio tleno:a: Etqui au co:neou angtene~tre fle(fera lueil/ a icellepart/ Ia 
bertu bifiue trafpo:teraleotametre nela param&oe.et q au feneftrr!petllemet. 

m1ttotatio aut em: Ra mino~ation bu tett·a~onel cell al)irenu quab:auglfl 
ffcme et coucbtr/ou gifant en platn;fe comp1et par les fi~nes b&fualcs cbti 

ans fur les angles ntcellut inferio:es et ,pcbains:et par les fect1os bes bttuuetrcs 
oes ptramtnes inclineeslpJGtenoues nest(ea-s poits eao1«ne~ bu fubiect/au ~ow 
ble nes p:ecebes:on boirctftt plus/ ou autri motns quele6 ooublelfelou le fte~ebtl 
ftngentletp:efrnteou otttantebeue: etle ferde qui entonrlequab:angleerect fe 
f)ent~fire fperic/ eft a lentournu fterneet gtfantloual/oulenticulaire:fdon Ia ~if; 
terence oes f;eges t1 beues p:emis.,£efqudles p:opofltaons fe peuent comptenn~c 
furl a fecontrfigure.!a t1erce confequitefi6ure/contient le quab~an~Jle fans car; 
cumfet·ence fperale: bemo:ans les piramines p:emifes: ;l!efqudles toutdfoi; es 
autres enftnuates figures ne feront pas entteremet mifes:mals ce feulement bi~ 
celles que fera nccelTatre. !.Combien quetoufiours fotit fob;faintesou fob;ente~ 
bues:come il appena a ceul~ qur p regarberont. 

0 1minutio quoq; pauimenti: et Ia biminution bu pauemitl fe p:ent Cur 
led quabtangle/ parti bepotnts/ et biliinctbe hgnes raDiates/au~ fections 

~es biametres bes piramtnes lnchntes(cometl ea Deuant toucbie) etplufaplaln 
en thafntes manieres bemonftre/ par les quarte quinte tt fe~te figures; auec les 
quatre fequentes:~ fe peuent fa ire autres biuers panetnes/et multipher {I btlatet 
au plaftrtr louuner. et qui beult limrterlesbiliaces befparecbapellre/enpour~ 
traiant les b:ottes li«nes tt pauement fob;fatnt/aura fon intennon:fepar autre 
geometrale tnnuarte naura cogneu le fatre. €t quant ala mtnotation bes pfon7 
nea(ootles plureaoi\JtUe3 apperent a lueal/moinn:es que les ptocbalnes) dleelf 
p:tnfeen oeu~a11anieres. ~-taronlespuetregarber be fie«e commun/ou oefie~e 
eneue. ~eon les boit beflege cotnun.on p:itleurbaulteur rt mtno%atlo/lr leurs 
pte; Ia Ia ligne piramtbale:laquelle ligne/ler~ pfonnes puet e.rceber bes peu.r en 
Cus:ou plus; en p~ocere et gi~Janteale magnitube: ~eon I es boit ne Ciege eaeue/ 
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faultb(er bela pir.ami~incliuce!paant ~upoint fubget/ou be lun bes t{ers:~ Itt 
qudle/la latitu~ebaa(lfoat ouuertealabaulteurnela p:ocbalne etplufgranne 
Rfonne quon boiD:a lfatuer en fcfpace. felon Ia ittarftatton rr laqueUe piramiDe/ 
tefd pfonnes p:cnDtot De Ia plante au bault ~es tettes leur minozation. ~efquel~ 
les trois _ppofrtions ( relfa«auolr De limiter efpaces cbampelfres: et oe atreotr et 
mino:er fes quantite~ be pfonnes beues ne ftege comun/ et autrt oe fiege eaeue) 
les e~emples apperent par les trots figures fupuans fes pauemeus. ~out/ 
I~ oerreniere eft o.tilonneetfelon li'ege peu eaeuel etfe puetefieuerptufvaulttet 
enco:es furedeuert~laligneozt;ontale/ et auai Iapointe De laprramloe tnclineel 
enfemble eaeuer!p:oJonBerlou otrater: atnft quil ell rruantnoteenlarticlebes 
figures elettlentaires: come auec ce (era cop:ins bee an tens fpeculateurs. et ftt 
qudque heu quelon bolra fatno:e en fans ou al\llefcens; fer a leur quatite a p:en1 
ozefelonleurs aages: eu regart ala quantiteDes plufgrannes pfonnes: anfqurl~ 
enfans/~ autres pfonnes/ou que foient afTtgneestJ>pouios legitimes ferot oon~ 
nees felon leursmagnttuoes. et cequcpartout ea O•tbes pfonnes/ dt entenbu 
femblabletftt trs autres anitnants./ €t au rrgart De Ia otmututton ne Ia lat1tu~ 
et groO"eur ~ coliineset femblables cbofeslelle fe ptent par Ia Oimnnfito ou Utl'a7 
gone:ett fureaeuatlcome Oelaba[e;lef~ coluues tl cbofes:et lcs baulteurs otcelfes/ 
fep1enet parptramaoes couenablesl ,t.Cellaaauotrparles gtfantes/ou penoetes: 
felon Ia fublimite Oefd coliines/et Ie frege ou bot ant t celles. m-3a1 s U ell a auertir 1 
queen beuemoult octtante eteUolgneettfle.rpel>ient llfer fouuenteffoi; De in nul 
ftrie et engtn: et femblablemer;en nraintes autres cbofes/ laurees a Ia fpeculatto 
Des plufar!Jut; et fubtd;. 

l).Nornoe: ,ttonfequentuet (.fEes cbofes ~IT us Ditesla ffffect p:etenou plat? 
nement ptifes) les figures e~eplaires/Oefcrrpus a iniluctiue/fotetbeues: 

Defquelles aucunes font erigees oe fa memo1re ~ eorftces on paintures aucuneff 
toi~ et pieca beues: lesautres/Oe Ia fpeculation Ou Oittant. J2efquelles feront cor 
ceues pcu les elert1es p:emis:come font parolf(s pat res lrttres.1[)u mt,rlfurrcelf 
les f{!Jures/feront entenbu~ les offices Oiceul~ elemis: come al; ont aptuuoe mtV 
nuoucttue a llatuer les plaines et plates founes/ oont font eacue, ld~ eOtftCes et 
cbofes etfingtbles/ tl a leurs atremblemes et anuttatios. tr ares frgures beues oe 
plalnefrot/la piramioe Olottelconffitue le pauemet:tt Deu~ ou plnfeurs grfantes/ 
les cofte~ ou paroi;:Ia euerfetla bolte ou toict nctrus: e t es figures bcues angn7 
fatremetlla orffufe et Ia co:nurlbefoignit:la Double/en toutes ocu~:ltl penDente/ 
fert a plufeurs cbofe~: Ia aereaJet a fa1n0:e ancuns Oe!Jre~: ~e fourplus fera beu 
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par le~pertecebicelles fiBures.t;fqudles touteffoi; Its J)po:tionsparticulieres 
bes pet·ronttes ne font pas p:ect( em en t ob feruees: car cea bn e autre tna~tme fpe~ 
(uJationtGout cp nell:aucunemit toucbte:at1ais les quantate; ~leurs «tanneurs 
rtgniiment/qut font au ptopos: et les ebtftees ne (ont pas pourtrai; ne barie; ou 
enrecbi; be fuetllages et niuers fignes1 a toute plenltul)e/ (car maintes cbofea Ce 
mettent en grans uolumestqut font oemo:ees) pour Irs peti; efpaces/ et mefme 
beinOuftrie np ont eaemis que lesp:incipauiJ trai;tpour pluCfacile coception lr 
I art et be feuure. ,frequel euure nell be main oe paitre tutus tr qui atne les paitres 
et artlfans/et tou; biuis:qut au~ queraus les p:tncipes ~ Ia perfpectiue netruC6/ 
quel; il a peu confu,vt nes liures;euureS/tl o:ac1es1 ou collatiostnetrefperit;tpaO 
fanf par les fens be lo:raine a bolu et dle curtru~ mettre par efcript. ~ultre les 
quel; p:inctpeslmaints fecret; font be Ia noble fubtahte oe painture/a querir par 
longue erunttion be plufooct~ et mat ares en Ia fcience bite/ et par actuel contuit 
ou re1art/ auecparmeful·ee obf•guration et contrefacture bes cbofes uaturelles 
et arttficaales. 2tufourplus!lrs obmafftons ou cbofes moins eKplo~ees oes fculpf 
teurs'non enco:es trit; ou frote;) rt nu pourtraiant percurrent Ia fi~icmc beca~ 
buedtet n:etrerles boians: parfaafans le tout au piufeau noul,r etgraciru~. ~ Ia 
toenlJe nu fouueratn artifac otcutpere/ til;! et faint efpit ~ui a perfpicer et cotv 
tempter Ia ctte roiale oe fa fouueraine maieRet buealle conouire tou; pacific; bv 
ateurs oelaterre:enla,qudle come no~ peres Comes eftraingiern etpelcrtns: 

11\%0 cunctis o%at. 
l!dlui qut n celiurefait 
~&tie pour tou; oe cueur pfatt 
et fupplietrefbumbfement 
~&uerpour lui paredlement 



~ ~bes optlme lectot: ~ trefbon lecteurl,ptefent as treffacr1e ab:egie be Ia 
..L Lperfpecttue pofrtiue/ actdte en plufeurs man teres Oeftgures et e~emples. 
~uquel ne requier llfautte ou 410:nemit be paroles/mats plnsle fens au fin p:rJ 
pore be Ia §loire oe Dieu p:ice nes artifics. ~outeffot; a pluf1Irat Declaration oes 
cbofesp:eceDetes:ettaaDtotdl"erlcaresp:emtsarticles gDbnc:~tno:atio:iE>U 
minutto:efquel; eli faite mencton Des figures/en tens be celles qui fu,vnent tnbc1 
ltament Ia lettre/ es quatre berreniers fuetlfet; ou p:emter qua tern e. €t en Jar~ 
tide r&:oin~e(qni ell le Dernier) ou eatoucbie ttfd fiiJures/etl a enteno:elr celles 
qui font cotcnues es quatrequatcrnes enfupuanslftgne; .25:.tt:~:e: oefquel1 
leslcelles qui font contenues on fuetllet Jf,.t. font Demonaratiues De ertBereDi7 
ftces fur leurs plates fonnes: les au lis Defd quatre quaternes/ont leurs fpectales 
bttfererices/et en ptte out eae tmp:tmees come elles font beuues es mai~ Des oul 
uriers:affin quo ne penfe o:n:e ell're necefTatre entre icelles. ~ultreplus/la riBie 
que le liure appelle nouua!les artifans ~s gaules btent ~tueau. €t Jes fozmes 
que fed fiure notnme pi atnes/lef6 artifans nppellen t plates fo:mes: ;IE efquelles 
plates fo:mes font comencees et n:eaees par les pauemens aptrment pourtrat~/ 
anuob:e; et con(iOere; fur iceul~ les efpaces ~ Oiliances ou mefures oppo~tunes. 
enquop faifant ea requife intentefpeculacon. Jfigure ouale ell'obiOtt[lue/a Ia 
fetublace oun oeuf. jfigure lentlculairelaptocbe plus be Ia fperale:toutefrot~ nell 
pas ronoe • .-5>ect1on ea ou bne Jigne trefpafTe I autre. 

Jfinis. ,Baus beo, 
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